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The mvIMPACT Acuire SDK and its underlying libraries and drivers as well as some of the applications
shipped with the mvIMPACT Acquire packages make use of a couple of third party software packages that
come with various licenses. This section is meant to list all these packages and to give credit to those whos
code helped in the creation of the mvIMPACT Acquire SDK.

2.2  wxWidgets

Most of the applications offering a graphical user interface have been written using wxWidgets
(http://www.wxwidgets.org/).

wxWidgets is a C++ library that lets developers create applications for Windows, OS X, Linux and Unix on
32-bit and 64-bit architectures as well as several mobile platforms including Windows Mobile, iPhone SDK
and embedded GTK+. Please refer to the wxWidgets website for detailed license information.

The source code of the applications provided by MATRIX VISION GmbH (http://www.matrix-vision.com)
using wxWidgets is either part of the packet this document was taken from or can be obtained by contacting
MATRIX VISON GmbH.

2.2.1  wxPropGrid

Some of the applications based using wxWidgets make also use of a modified version of an additional control
written by Jaakko Salli called \a wxPropGrid. The latest stable version can be obtained from here:
http://wxpropgrid.sourceforge.net/cgi-bin/index.

2.3  Sarissa

Parts of the log file creation and the log file display make use of Sarissa (Website: http://dev.abiss.gr/sarissa)
which is distributed under the GNU GPL version 2 or higher, GNU LGPL version 2.1 or higher and Apache
Software License 2.0 or higher. The Apache Software License 2.0 is part of this driver package.

2.4  Komponenten.GenICam

At least one driver package shipped under the product family name mvIMPACT Acquire makes use of the
GenICam reference implementation, which is hosted by the EVMA and can be downloaded from their
website: http://www.emva.org. All license files belonging to the GenICam reference implementation are
shipped with the libraries belonging to the GenICam runtime.

2.5  libusb

The Linux version of the \b mvBlueFOX driver package makes use of a modified version of libusb
(http://www.libusb.org/), which comes under LGPL 2.1. The full license text is included in the Linux
distribution of the \b mvBlueFOX driver package. The source code for the modified version of libusb can be
obtained by contacting MATRIX VISION GmbH or it can be downloaded from here:
http://gpl.matrix-vision.com (navigate to \a others/libusb).

2.6  libusbK

The USB3 Vision implementation currently makes use of libusbK (http://libusbk.sourceforge.net) written by
Travis Lee Robinson who owns all rights for the source code of all modules belonging to the libusbK
framework.
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2.6.1  libusbK license

APPLICABLE FOR ALL LIBUSBK BINARIES AND SOURCE CODE UNLESS OTHERWISE
SPECIFIED. PLEASE SEE INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS LICENSING TERMS FOR DETAILS.

NOTE: Portions of dpscat use source code from libwdi which is licensed for LGPL use only. (See dpscat.c)

NOTE: libusbK-inf-wizard.exe is linked to libwdi which is licensed for LGPL use only.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that
the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer.

• 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and
the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

• 

Neither the name of Travis Lee Robinson nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or
promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

• 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND 
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE 
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL TRAVIS ROBINSON BE LIABLE FOR 
ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR 
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, 
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF 
USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER 
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN 
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE 
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS 
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 

2.7  Doxygen

All the documentation belonging to the mvIMPACT Acquire framework has been generated using Doxygen
(http://www.doxygen.org/) written by Dimitri van Heesch.

2.7.1  Doxygen license

Copyright © 1997-2013 by Dimitri van Heesch.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation under the terms of the
GNU General Public License is hereby granted. No representations are made about the suitability of this
software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty. See the GNU General
Public License for more details.

Documents produced by doxygen are derivative works derived from the input used in their production; they
are not affected by this license.

2.8  SHA1 algorithm

Parts of this framework make use of an open source implementation of the SHA1 algorithm written by
Dominik Reichl (http://www.dominik-reichl.de).
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2.9  minizip, zlib

Parts of this framework make use of minizip (http://www.winimage.com/zLibDll/minizip.html) or zlib
respectively. The Zlib library allows to deflate compressed files and to create gzip (.gz) files. Zlib is free
software and small. The minizip package has been written by Gilles Vollant.

2.9.1  minizip, zlib license

Copyright notice:

© 1995-2010 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held
liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and
to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original
software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation
would be appreciated but is not required.

1. 

Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the
original software.

2. 

This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.3. 

Jean-loup Gailly, jloup@gzip.org• 
Mark Adler, madler@alumni.caltech.edu• 

2.10  Expat

Expat is used to parse XML strings within the SDK.

2.10.1  Expat Copyright

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, 2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated
documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation
the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and
to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of
the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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2.11  OpenSSL

OpenSSL is used to perform license authentification.

2.11.1  OpenSSL License Issues

The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of the OpenSSL License and the
original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit. See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are
BSD-style Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL please contact
openssl-core@openssl.org.

2.11.2  OpenSSL License

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that
the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer.

1. 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and
the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

2. 

All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the following
acknowledgment: "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the
OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

3. 

The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to endorse or promote
products derived from this software without prior written permission. For written permission, please
contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

4. 

Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL" nor may "OpenSSL" appear in
their names without prior written permission of the OpenSSL Project.

5. 

Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following acknowledgment: "This product
includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit
(http://www.openssl.org/)"

6. 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR
ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com). This product
includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

2.12  CppUnit

The C and C++ code is tested using the CppUnit (http://cppunit.sourceforge.net) framework, which come
under GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE Version 2.1, February 1999.
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2.13  NUnit

The .NET code is tested using the NUnit (http://www.nunit.org/) framework.

2.13.1  NUnit License

Copyright © 2002-2008 Charlie Poole Copyright © 2002-2004 James W. Newkirk, Michael C. Two, Alexei
A. Vorontsov Copyright © 2000-2002 Philip A. Craig

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held
liable for any damages arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including commercial applications, and
to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you wrote the original
software. If you use this software in a product, an acknowledgment (see the following) in the product
documentation is required. Portions Copyright © 2002-2008 Charlie Poole or Copyright © 2002-2004
James W. Newkirk, Michael C. Two, Alexei A. Vorontsov or Copyright © 2000-2002 Philip A. Craig

1. 

Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misrepresented as being the
original software.

2. 

This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.3. 
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3  Revisions

Date Rev. Author Description
22 April 2016 1.49 LAN Removed sensor -102d.

15 April 2015 1.47 LAN Added lens protrusion data.

2 February 2015 1.46 LAN Removed Gigabit Ethernet cables from accessories.

10 July 2014 1.46 LAN Corrected distance of the mounting holes on the back in
Dimensions of mvBlueLYNX-X.

02 July 2014 1.45 LAN Added new troubleshooting solution How can I find my
mvBlueLYNX-X in the network?.

27 March 2014 1.44 GRA
LAN

Corrected info about OpenGL® ES and added glossary term.
Added color code of cable KS-BLX-PWR in Circular connector
male.

19 March 2014 1.43 LAN Added accessory KS-BLX-PWR.

05 February 2014 1.42 LAN Added use case for linescan mode.

04 December 2013 1.41 LAN Added information about mvBlueLYNX-X option -xx9x
(mvBlueLYNX-X without housing) in Technical Data.

29 November 2013 1.40 LAN Corrected nomenclature concerning module version and added
order sample.

25 November 2013 1.39 RIN
LAN

Information about file .gdbinit for the eclipse gdb debugger
Updated scope of supply.

7 November 2013 1.38 LAN Added White balance with pixel format YUV422Packed.

22 October 2013 1.37 LAN Added webcast about XForwarding on Windows.

21 October 2013 1.36 LAN Updated chapter First Start.

15 October 2013 1.35 LAN Added webcast links which are indicated by following symbol:
.

Added chapter Bit-shifting an image.

14 October 2013 1.34 LAN User Set Default Selector is deprecated and will be replaced by
User Set Default.

02 October 2013 1.33 LAN Added max current consumption of the digital inputs.

12 September 2013 1.32 GRA
LAN

Added note about the need to install the recommended packages
when debugging threaded applications.
Corrected dimensional drawing in Dimensions of
mvBlueLYNX-X.

23 July 2013 1.31 LAN Added note about Power over Ethernet (PoE). With the POE
option, the camera is a class 2 compliant PoE device.

19 June 2013 1.30 LAN Added figure in add-on board BLX-IO.

13.06.2013 1.29 LAN Added information about add-on board BLX-IO.

26 April 2013 1.28 GRA Added information about the mvimpact-acquire-dotnet-apps
IPK.

18 April 2013 1.27 LAN Added chapter Using the serial port.

28 March 2013 1.26 LAN Updated use case Creating a debouncing filter at the inputs.

19 February 2013 1.25 LAN Added section MonoDevelop (IDE) for .NET developers.
Added new chapter X11.
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GRA Extended section CPU throttling policy.

4 February 2013 1.24 GRA
LAN

Added section with List of mvIMPACT Acquire packages.
Added protection class and storage temperature to the table
summary of technical data.

29 January 2013 1.23 LAN Added table with summary of technical data.

16 November 2012 1.22 GRA
LAN

Updated Nomenclature for PoE -Option.
Removed copy & paste note in Trigger.

14 November 2012 1.21 LAN Updated Characteristics of the digital inputs.
Added sensors in Nomenclature.

22 October 2012 1.20 LAN Added CE conformity declaration.

21 September 2012 1.18 GRA /
LAN

Added note about network setup dialog box.
Added new sensors -X120d, -X102b and -X102d.

6 September 2012 1.17 LAN Clarified view of connectors (top view) in Technical Data.

5 September 2012 1.16 LAN Added new troubleshooting solution "mvBlueLYNX-X boots
but there is no display".

3 September 2012 1.15 LAN Added line number in Circular connector male.

17 August 2012 1.14 LAN Added use case Using the HDR mode with sensor -x02d.

16 August 2012 1.13 LAN Added description about LLA.

18 July 2012 1.12 LAN Added use case Creating a debouncing filter at the inputs.

4 July 2012 1.11 LAN Added Index and Table of Figures.

25 June 2012 1.10 LAN Corrected dimensional drawing in Dimensions of
mvBlueLYNX-X.

8 May 2012 1.9 LAN Added note about µSD card handling section in µSD card slot
(under the small metal plate) and Storing Data On µSD Cards or
USB Devices

20 April 2012 1.8 GRA /
LAN

Added new section: Application Desktop Files
Added new section: Autostart Applications
Added new section: Linescan mode (-102e)

16 April 2012 1.7 GRA Added new section: Storing Data On µSD Cards or USB Devices

3 April 2012 1.6 GRA Added new section: Debug messages
Added new section: Device or resource busy debug messages
Added new section: Still seeing resource busy debug messages
Added new section: Restarting the camera

21 March 2012 1.5 LAN Rearranged chapter Application Installation and Usage and
added section about wxPropView.
Added chapter Settings behavior during startup.
Added entry in glossary about Overlapped / pipelined transfer.
Added chapter GenICam and Advanced Features.
Added use case Reset timestamp by hardware.
Added use case Acquiring a number of images.
Added use case Controlling external strobe or flash.
Added use case Using the HDR mode with sensor -x00w.
Added use case External trigger by incremental encoder.
Added use case Creating different exposure times for
consecutive images.
Added use case Synchronized acquisitions using timers.
Added use case Generating a pulse width modulation (PWM).
Added use case Outputting a pulse at every other external
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trigger.
Added section Building the MATRIX VISION samples without
Eclipse

12 March 2012 1.4 LAN Added frame rate benchmark of sensor -X102e (SXGA 1280 x
1024).
Added description how to handle mvBlueLYNX-X as a
peripheral device.

06 March 2012 1.3 LAN Added note about the short circuit protection of the digital
outputs in Characteristics of the digital outputs

01 March 2012 1.2 GRA Added Installing the LiveDVD. Changed all references of
LiveCD to LiveDVD

28 February 2012 1.1 LAN Added KS-BLX-VGA-USB 05.0 and MicroSD card to the
accessories.

23 February 2012 1.0 LAN Changed manual revision to 1.0

20 February 2012 0.14b GRA Added mvIMPACT SDK Installation on PC/VM

01 February 2012 0.13b LAN Changed mvIMPACT SDK - Virtual Machine to mvIMPACT
SDK - Ubuntu based LiveCD

30 January 2012 0.12b GRA Added proxy information for opkg

27 January 2012 0.11b LAN Now, all Eclipse explanations are in a separate chapter

24 January 2012 0.10b LAN Updated the Virtual Machine description

23 January 2012 0.9b GRA Updated and corrected VGA, digital I/O and network connector
descriptions and pinouts in Technical Data

19 December 2011 0.8b LAN Added mvIMPACT SDK - Virtual Machine description. Added
chapter Use Cases

09 December 2011 0.7b GRA Added Mounting Windows® Shares

03 November 2011 0.6b LAN Added mvIMPACT SDK description

13 October 2011 0.5b LAN Added -X102e sensor data.

06 October 2011 0.4b LAN Added delays of digital input and output.

05 October 2011 0.3b LAN Added MV-X I/O-BOX to the accessories.

26 September 2011 0.2b LAN Updated CMOS sensor data. Added sensor orientation figures.

August 2011 0.1b LAN Initial version.
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4  Graphic Symbols

4.1  Notes, Warnings, Attentions

NOTE A NOTE indicates important information that helps you optimize usage of the products.

WARNING A WARNING indicates how to avoid either potential damage to hardware or loss of data.

ATTENTION An ATTENTION indicates a potential for property damage, personal injury, or
death.

All due care and attention has been taken in preparing this manual. In view of our policy of continuous
product improvement, however, we can accept no liability for completeness and correctness of the
information contained in this manual. We make every effort to provide you with a flawless product.

In the context of the applicable statutory regulations, we shall accept no liability for direct damage, indirect
damage or third-party damage resulting from the acquisition or operation of a MATRIX VISION product. Our
liability for intent and gross negligence is unaffected. In any case, the extend of our liability shall be limited to
the purchase price.

4.2  Webcasts

WEBCAST This icon indicates a webcast about an issue which is available on our website.
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5  Important Information

5.1  Important safety instructions

We cannot and do not take any responsibility for the damage caused to you or to any other equipment
connected to the mvBlueLYNX-X. Similarly, warranty will be void, if a damage is caused by not
following the manual.

• 

Handle the mvBlueLYNX-X with care. Do not misuse the mvBlueLYNX-X. Avoid shaking, striking,
etc. The mvBlueLYNX-X could be damaged by faulty handling or shortage.

• 

Do not use accessories not recommended by the product manufacturer as they may cause hazards.• 
The product should be situated away from heat sources such as radiators, heat registers, stoves, or
other products (including amplifiers) that produce heat.

• 

5.2  Operating considerations

5.2.1  Important safety notes

Use this camera with a 12V to 24V DC power supply with following specifications: 12V, 2.5A ± 5%
or 24V, 1,25A, ± 5%. MATRIX VISION offers a suitable power supply with part # MV-DC1201
BLX IO.

• 

Observe that flammable objects, water or metal do not enter the camera interior. These may lead to
failure or accident.

• 

Do not modify the camera or use the camera with external covers removed. These may cause failure,
void any warranties and pose a safety hazard.

• 

Stop using the camera at the approach of electrical storm (thunder audible). Protect the camera from
rain if using it outdoors.

• 

In event the camera shows any abnormality, switch off the camera and disconnect the power cord.
Contact MATRIX VISION.

• 

5.2.2  Handling and cleaning

Do not attempt to disassemble camera.• 
When installing or removing a lens, take care that water or dust does not enter the inside of the
camera.

• 

5.2.3  Installing

Avoid installing or storing the camera in the following environments:
Environments exposed to direct sunlight, rain or snow.♦ 
Environments where combustible or corrosive gas exists.♦ 
Excessively warm or cold environment (Operating ambient temperature: 0 to 50 °C)♦ 
Humid or dusty environment.♦ 
Place subjected to excessive vibration or shock.♦ 
Environment exposed to strong electric or magnetic field.♦ 

• 

It is recommended to mount the camera on a thermoconducting surface such as aluminum or other
metals rather than plastic or wood.

• 

Please contact manufacturer or local distributor if you want to use additional enclosures for higher
ingress protection.

• 

Do not aim the camera lens at the sun or other very strong light sources.• 

CCD phenomenon: Smearing: Vertical smearing may appear in the image. However, this is not a
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failure of the camera, but a technical fact of a CCD sensor.

5.2.4  Optimizing performance and life time

If the camera is used continuously for long time under high ambient temperature, the inside electrical parts
may deteriorate, resulting in shorter life span. Additional cooling by e.g. air convection is recommended.

5.2.5  Connectors

Confirm the power is off before connecting or disconnecting a signal cable. Handle connectors by the body,
not by the attached wires.

5.2.6  Cleaning

Use a blower or a lens brush to remove dust on the lens or the optical filter.• 
Do not disassemble front flange.• 
Clean case with dry soft cloth. Use neutral detergent liquid if needed; wipe the cover with dry cloth.• 
Do not use benzene, thinner, alcohol, liquid cleaner or spray-type cleaner.• 
If dust or other debris is located between the CCD and optical filter, consult dealer for cleaning by an
optical technician.

• 

5.3  European Union Declaration of Conformity statement

The mvBlueLYNX-X is in conformity with all applicable essential requirements necessary for
CE marking. It corresponds to the EU EMC guideline 2014/30/EU based on the following
harmonized standards
Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
- Interference emmision EN 61000-6-3 / 2007
- Interference immunity EN 61000-6-2 / 2005

MATRIX VISION corresponds to the EU guideline WEEE 2002/96/EG on waste electrical and
electronic equipment and is registered under WEEE-Reg.-No. DE 25244305.
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6  About this Manual

6.1  Goal of the manual

This manual gives you an overview of the mvBlueLYNX-X, MATRIX VISION’s next generation smart
camera family, its technical data and basic operation of the mvBlueLYNX-X. Programming the device is
detailled in a separate documentation, which will be available in an online format.

6.2  Contents of the manual

At the beginning of the manual, you will get an introduction to the possible usages of the smart camera. The
further chapters contain general information about the mvBlueLYNX-X including:

technical data• 
sensor data• 
filters and lenses• 

The general information is followed by the description of the

delivered default configuration and• 
how to start with the mvBlueLYNX-X for the first time.• 

Afterwards, it describes how to install and use software on the mvBlueLYNX-X followed by a general
description about the software developement kit. A troubleshooting chapter shows how to detect damages and
other inconveniences. Last but not least, a glossary explains abbreviations and technical terms.
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7  Introduction

Figure 1: mvBlueLYNX-X

The mvBlueLYNX-X is the next generation intelligent (a.k.a. smart) camera product line. The CPU core from
Texas Instrument's DaVinci™ 37 series of digital media processors is based on

the state-of-the-art ARM Cortex-A8 technology with up to 1 GHz target clock and1. 
image processing acceleration by an 800 MHz DSP coprocessor for parallel handling of multiple pixel
and float data.

2. 

Using a modular approach, the mvBlueLYNX-X can be combined with the same image sensors as the
mvBlueCOUGAR family of cameras, creating an unprecedented flexible product spectrum.

The main aim of the system is to offer a freely programmable smart vision system with a standard OS. For
this reason, a Linux distribution called Ångström, which is available and maintained for a variety of
embedded devices is running on the mvBlueLYNX-X. A graphical user interface based on X window system
called Enlightenment is provided. By connecting a standard VESA display (e.g. 1024 x 768 resolution, 24 bit
color depths and 60 Hz), you can work with the mvBlueLYNX-X like any other PC with LINUX as operating
system.

The mvBlueLYNX-X is ideally suited for all classical areas of machine vision, the large processing power
and high-end display and graphics capability make it perfect for even higher end applications. The hardware
capabilities can be teamed with MATRIX VISION's machine vision library mvIMPACT or third party
libraries such as MVTec Halcon™, EVT EyeVision, or OpenCV.

mvBlueLYNX-X - Installing HALCON Embedded
Possible uses for the mvBlueLYNX-X include:

an image acquisition device,• 
an image acquisition and processing device displaying results on a display,• 
an image acquisition and processing device controlling a machine or system via PLC (e.g. a
packaging machine or sorter) or its own I/O,

• 

a decentral intelligent image processing device in
single camera applications or♦ 
multiple camera applications.♦ 

• 

By connecting a USB camera (e.g. mvBlueFOX-IGC), it is also possible to create a stereo vision system.

Like many other MATRIX VISION hardware with an Ethernet interface, the mvBlueLYNX-X is a GenICam
compliant smart camera, using SFNC for the names of the camera features. The mvBlueLYNX-X uses
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GenICam inside as a software API but does not have a Gigabit interface and does not use the GigE Vision®
protocol over its Fast Ethernet interface.

The following figure shows the software concept of the mvBlueLYNX-X and the other MATRIX VISION
camera devices:

Figure 2: Software concept of mvBlueLYNX-X

As shown in figure 2 the mvIMPACT Acquire interface is stacked on the GenICam layer. The mvIMPACT
Acquire interface internally uses the GenICam runtime libs, so that it can be considered as an user application
written with the GenICam interface.

7.1  Nomenclature

The mvBlueLYNX-X nomenclature scheme is as follows:

mvBlueLYNX-X(A)(B)(C)(D)-yyy-(1)(2)(3)(4)

  - yyy: possible interface options
    POE: Power over Ethernet, PoE class 2
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  - (A): mvBlueLYNX version
      1. Standard Version

  - (B): Sensor type
      0: CMOS
      2: CCD

  - (C): Sensor resolution
      0a: 640 x 480, 1/3"
      0b: 640 x 480, 1/2"
      0d: 776 x 580, 1/2"
      0w: 752 x 480, 1/3"
      2 : 1280 x 964, 1/3"
      2b: 1280 x 960, 1/3"
      2d: 1280 x 960, 1/3"
      2e: 1280 x 1024, 1/1.8"
      3 : 1360 x 1024, 1/2"
      4 : 1600 x 1200, 1/1.8"
      5 : 2592 x 1944, 1/2.5"
      5a: 2448 x 2050, 2/3"

  - (D): Sensor color
      G: Gray scale
      C: Color

  - (1): Lensholder
       1 = C-Mount (standard = landscape)
       2 = CS-Mount (landscape)
       3 = C-Mount without back focus adjustment (landscape)
       4 = CS-Mount without back focus adjustment (landscape)
       5 = C-Mount (alternative = portrait)
       6 = CS-Mount (portrait)
       7 = C-Mount without back focus adjustment (portrait)
       8 = CS-Mount without back focus adjustment (portrait)

The difference between (1) and (5), (2) and (6), (3) and (7) or (4) and (8) is the orientation of the
sensor.

Figure 3: mvBlueLYNX-X - "Landscape" orientation

Figure 4: mvBlueLYNX-X - "Portrait" orientation
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  - (2): Filter
       1 = IR-CUT (standard)
       2 = glass
       3 = daylight cut
       9 = none

  - (3): Case
       1 = Color blue (standard)
       2 = Color black, no logo
       3 = Color blue, with XLMP
       4 = Color black, with XLMP, no logo
       9 = none

   - (4): Other
       1 = none (standard)
       2 = I/O Extension

Samples

mvBlueLYNX-X120aG = CCD, 640x480 1/3", gray scale, C-mount landscape, IR-CUT filter, etc.1. 
mvBlueLYNX-X105C-5211 = CMOS, 2448 x 2050, 2/3", color, C-mount portrait, glass filter, etc.2. 
mvBlueLYNX-X122G-2192 = CCD, 1280 x 960, 1/3", gray scale, CS-mount landscape, IR-CUT
filter filter, no case, I/O extension

3. 

-1111 is the standard delivery variant and for this reason it is not mentioned (see sample 1).

7.2  What's inside and accessories

Due to the varying fields of application the mvBlueLYNX-X is shipped with following accessories:

mvBlueLYNX-X (2 in figure 5)• 
mvBlueLYNX-X SDK DVD with SDK and tool chain• 
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Figure 5: mvBlueLYNX-X - recommended scope of the order

Additionally, to use the mvBlueLYNX-X you will need at least:

MV-DC1201 BLX IO (1 in figure 5, power supply with digital I/O on separate cable)• 
KS-BLX-VGA-USB 01.0 (3 in figure 5, VGA and USB "Y" cable)• 
a lens (by default, the mvBlueLYNX-X is shipped without lens)• 
a mouse and a keyboard, if you require local input and control• 
a VGA display if you require a local HMI (human machine interface)• 
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Accessories for the mvBlueLYNX-X

Part code Description
MVBL-X I/O-BOX I/O-Box to connect and test a mvBlueLYNX-X camera, to loop the camera into an existing system, and to mix both connection variants selectively.

Manual:
http://www.matrix-vision.com/smart-vision-sensor-mvbluelynx-x.html?file=tl_files/mv11/support/Manuals/MV-X_IO-BOX_technical_manual_en.pdf

KS-BLX-IO6 02.0 I/O cable for additional I/Os.

KS-BLX-PWR Ready-made connection cable for power and I/O, length up to 20 m.

KS-BLX-VGA-USB
01.0

USB 2.0 cable and VGA cable for mvBlueLYNX-X, Hirose 12pin to USB2-A and VGA, length 1 m.

KS-BLX-VGA-USB
05.0

USB 2.0 cable and VGA cable for mvBlueLYNX-X, Hirose 12pin to USB2-A and VGA, length 5 m.

MICRO SD CARD
8GB

External MicroSD memory card with 8 GB.

MV-DC1201 BLX
IO

Power supply 12V for mvBlueLYNX-X with digital I/O on separate cable, length: power 3 m, I/O: 0.5 m.
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8  Technical Data

8.1  Dimensions of mvBlueLYNX-X

Figure 6: mvBlueLYNX-X dimensions and connectors

Length CMOSIS sensors Remaining sensors
Y 32 mm 30 mm

Lens protrusion C-Mount CS-Mount
X 8 mm (9.5 mm with max. Ø 20

mm)
6 mm

C-Mount CS-Mount
W approx. 15 mm (C-mount) approx. 10 mm (CS-mount)

Z 17.526 mm (in air) 12.5 mm (in air)

Figure 7: mvBlueLYNX-X dimensions and connectors order option -xx9x
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8.2  Specifications

Features mvBlueLYNX-X
CPU Texas Instruments (TI)

DM3730 (with DSP)

Core 1000 MHz ARM Cortex™-A8
Core

Coprocessor NEON™ SIMD Coprocessor

DSP 800 MHz TMS320C64x+™
DSP Core

Graphics Accelerator POWERVR SGX™ Graphics
Accelerator (OpenGL® ES 2.0)
@ 192 MHz

SDRAM 200 MHz

FLASH

internal µSD card, size 512 MBytes .. 8
GBytes

external second µSD card slot

RAM

DDR-RAM 512 MBytes

Interfaces

USB ports 1x Low power OTG - Micro
USB (100mA max.)
1x High power - Circular
connector (250mA max.)

VGA out Circular connector (max.
resolution WXGA)

Ethernet 100Mbit (Power over Ethernet
option available)

Digital inputs 2x opto-coupled 3..24V

Digital outputs 4x high-side solid state relay
10..24V

Power consumption

< 5W

Power supply

12...24VDC +- 10%

Ambient Temperature

Operation 0..50 C / 30 to 80% RH

Storage -20..60 C / 20 to 90% RH

Protection class IP30

Weight without lens approx. 195 g
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8.3  Camera interfaces

8.3.1  Circular connector male (Power / Digital I/O)

Figure 8: AlysiumTech 12-pin (male; top view), digital I/O, power

Pin. Signal Line in
wxPropView

Digital I/O color
code of power

supply
"MV-DC1201

BLX IO REV2"

Color code of cable
"KS-BLX-PWR"

Pin. on the
mainboard
connection

header

1 GND (for VDC) grey/pink
(bicoloured wire)

blue 2

2 + 12 - 24 VDC red 1

3 DigOut3 Line3 white pink 11

4 DigIn0 + Line4 brown grey 7

5 DigOut2 Line2 green yellow 10

6 DigOut0 Line0 yellow green 8

7 DigIn GND grey brown 6

8 RS232 RX pink white 3

9 RS232 TX blue black 4

10 HSD supply +24 VDC
(24 V supply for the
outputs)

red light blue 12

11 DigIn1 + Line5 black orange 5

12 DigOut1 Line1 purple violet 9

NC red/blue
(bicoloured wire)

Connector (camera side): AlysiumTech, type 61-W-30-1112 12 pins or equivalent• 
Plug (matching cable plug): AlysiumTech, type 61-W-01-1112 12 pins or equivalent• 

Plug (matching cable plug for mainboard connection header): Molex 0510211200• 

8.3.1.1  Characteristics of the digital inputs

The digital inputs have inverse-polarity protection. If you are using negative voltage at the positive
input (e.g. sinusoidal signals), you do not have to connect a protective diode in series at the positive
input line.

High level +3 to +24 V
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Low level 0 to +0.3 V

Threshold (Low -->
High / High -->
Low)

2.5 V ± 0.5 V

Imax. 5mA

Figure 9: DigIn mvBlueLYNX-X

8.3.1.1.1  Delay

Figure 10: DigIn mvBlueLYNX-X Delay

Characteristics Symbol Test conditions Typ. Unit
Turn-On time tON R = 2 kOhm, Output voltage

5V, IF = 16mA
2 us

Storage time tS 25

Turn-Off time tOFF 40

8.3.1.2  Characteristics of the digital outputs

High level +12.0 V to +24 V

Iout 4x 0.7 A max. short circuit

Low level max. +1 V

Each output has a short circuit protection between 1 A and 1.7 A (generally 1.3 A). So if you combine
two outputs with one load, the short circuit protection can have an effect.
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Figure 11: DigOut mvBlueLYNX-X

The high-side switches feature:

undervoltage detection• 
current limitation• 
overtemperature protection• 
short circuit protection• 

8.3.1.2.1  Delay

Figure 12: DigOut mvBlueLYNX-X Delay

Characteristics Symbol Typ. Unit
Turn-On time tON 20 us

Rise time tR 10

Fall time tF 8

Turn-Off time tOFF 30

8.3.1.2.2  Example circuit 1: High-side switch uses power supply of the camera

In this case you have to bridge pin 2 (external power supply) with pin 10 (the supply of the outputs):
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Figure 13: Bridge circuit between Pin 2 and Pin 10

8.3.1.2.3  Example circuit 2: High-side switch uses external (higher) power supply

Following figure shows, how to connect, for example, high power flash LEDs in series at the direct drive
output at Pin 3:

Figure 14: LEDs connected in series to Pin 3 powered externally via Pin 10

A 24 V power supply is connected at Pin 10. To protect the LEDs a series resistor is needed, which can be
calculated in this way:

Voltage: UHS - (n * UF) = UD

Series resistor: R = UD / 0.7 A

Power: P = dutycycle * UD * I

The duty cycle is a coefficient < 1, which defines the power of the resistor. It is the ratio of the time period
while current flows compared to the total time. If the current always flows, P = U * I will be the
determining factor. If the current only flows a hundredth of time (duty cycle 1%), a resistor with a hundredth
of power will be enough.

For the connected LEDs and the ground of the external power supply, you have to use the ground of the
camera at Pin 1.

The series resistor has to handle the power, which depends on the duty cycle and the frequency.

8.3.1.3  Using the serial port

The external serial port appears as a Linux standard device with the name /dev/ttyO0. It may be
programmed using usual Linux methods like the termios library. The port has no hardware handshake and
may be used with baudrates of up to at least 115200 baud.

The name of the serial port is /dev/ttyO0 (character O, digit 0).

8.3.2  Circular connector female (VGA / USB)
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Figure 15: AlysiumTech 12-pin (female; top view), VGA / USB

Pin. Signal Pin. on the
mainboard
connection

header
1 USB host D- 3

2 USB host D+ 4

3 USB host V+ 2

4 VGA HSync 7

5 VGA B 10

6 VGA R 11

7 VGA G 12

8 VGA VSync 8

9 GND 1

10 GND 9

11 I2C SDA 5

12 I2C SCL 6

Connector (camera side): AlysiumTech, type 61-W-31-1112 12 pins or equivalent• 
Plug (matching cable plug): AlysiumTech, type 61-W-00-1112 12 pins or equivalent• 

Plug (matching cable plug for mainboard connection header): Molex 0510211200• 

The USB connector that is part of the "Y"-cable KS-BLX-VGA-USB 01.0 may be used to connect
USB 2.0 peripheral devices. At the moment it will not support USB 1.1 devices correctly. If you
connect a USB 1.1 device the USB port will turn off and you will need to restart the camera. To
connect both a mouse and keyboard at the same time it will be necessary to use a USB 2.0 hub.

The maximum VGA resolution depends on the pixel clock which cannot exceed 75MHz e.g. WXGA
1280 x 800 @ 60 Hz (=71MHz pixel clock) is possible.
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8.3.3  Circular connector female (Digital I/O; via add-on board BLX-IO)

With the order reference "BLX-IO", the mvBlueLYNX-X can be extended by additional digital inputs and
outputs.

Figure 16: AlysiumTech 6-pin (female; top view), Digital I/O

Pin. Signal
1 VCC_HSD

2 GND

3 IO_8

4 IO_7

5 IO_6

6 IO_5

Connector (camera side): AlysiumTech, type 61W-21-0106 6 pins or equivalent• 
Plug (matching cable plug): AlysiumTech, type 61W-00-0106 6 pins or equivalent• 

8.3.3.1  Characteristics when used as digital inputs

There are four inputs parallel with the outputs with both

TTL or• 
PLC levels.• 

This is switchable via software.

Vin 5V .. 24V (30V max. complete)

Iin < 1mA

Propagation delay <= 1µs (+ optional 10µs debouncing logic / FPGA)

Switching threshold 2V @TTL / 10V @PLC
You can use the inputs to read the outputs.
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Figure 17: wxPropView - setting the addiitional digital I/Os

As shown in the figure, via LineMode you can set the mode of the I/O - either Output or Input. When
choosing Input, you can set the mv Input Threshold either to TTL or PLC.

8.3.3.2  Characteristics when used as digital outputs

The high-side switches has the same characteristics as the digital outputs of the circular connector male
(Power / Digital I/O). Additionally,

the outputs are protected against loss of ground,• 
an external power supply is necessary (VCC_HSD signal) either via

pin 1 of this female connector or♦ 
pin 10 of the circular connector male (Power / Digital I/O) (which powers the output 1..4 as
well but only up to 3A output load)

♦ 

• 

Figure 18: Setting of digital outputs

8.3.4  RJ45 network connector (Fast Ethernet / 100 Mbit)

With the -POE option, the camera is a class 2 compliant PoE device and pin 4,5 (V+) and 7,8 (V-) are
connected.
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Figure 19: RJ45, LAN

Pin. Signal I/O Comment Pin. on the mainboard connection
header

1 D1+ bi data positive

2 D1- bi data negative

3 D2+ bi data positive

4 NC - reserved for PoE

5 NC - reserved for PoE

6 D2- bi data negative

7 NC - reserved for PoE

8 NC - reserved for PoE
The pinout above corresponds to the standard TIA/EIA-568 for 100BASE-TX.

To use the Ethernet network connector please insert the appropriate cable.

A crossover cable is not needed. The camera supports autosensing of the cable polarity.
The camera has been set up to use a DHCP client to obtain an IP address. The camera has a unique MAC from
MATRIX VISION's assigned series. The Ethernet connector uses 100 Mbit/s FDX by default but should
auto-negotiate a lower rate or if needed.

8.3.5  USB-OTG (under the small metal plate)

The USB-OTG port is located under the small metal plate and is not restricted to USB 2.0 only. You can open
the metal cover with a 1.5 mm Allen key.

Using a USB "A" adapter, the OTG port will act like a host device. You can connect USB 2.0 or USB
1.1 peripherals like a mouse or keyboard or a memory stick. However, the maximum current
requirement of the connected device must not exceed 100 mA. You may connect a powered USB 2.0
hub to the OTG port to enable high-power devices such as hard disks to be used.

• 

Using a USB "B" adapter or cable the OTG port will act like a peripheral device and may be used, for
example, for Ethernet-via-USB.

• 

To use the mvBlueLYNX-X as a peripheral device as described in the second point, you will need a
configuration file usb-gagdet in /etc/default/.

The following content of this file ensures that the mvBlueLYNX-X will act like a

network adapter (RNDIS)• 
serial interface (CDC ACM no further settings necessary) and• 
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USB storage device• 

when connected to a host PC:

USB_MODE="multi"
MODULE_OPTIONS="idVendor=0x164C idProduct=0x0203 iManufacturer=MATRIX-VISION iProduct=mvBlueLYNX-X file=/home/root/userdata.disk ro=0 removable=1"

The sample file /home/root/userdata.disk will be displayed as the USB storage resource. For
example, to create a FAT disc with 32 MB, the file should be like this:

cd
dd if=/dev/zero of=userdata.disk bs=1M count=32
sync
mkfs.vfat userdata.disk

If you want to have read/write access to userdata.disk on the mvBlueLYNX-X, you have to be
sure that the resource is not used on the host PC. Disconnect the mvBlueLYNX-X from the host PC and
mount the resource on the mvBlueLYNX-X locally:

cd
mkdir -p /media/disk
mount -n -t vfat -o loop userdata.disk /media/disk

The settings for the network adapter can be look like this in the /etc/network/interfaces files:

iface usb0 inet static
address 192.168.0.202
netmask 255.255.255.0
network 192.168.0.0

Now, the USB gadget will start while the system is booting. Manually, you can unload and start the additional
driver like this:

modprobe -r g_multi to unload it and1. 
usb-gadget to start it.2. 

At the host's side there is a difference between Linux and Windows system:

8.3.5.1  Linux

You will not have to install any drivers. After connecting, you have to configure the new network device
usb0:

sudo ifconfig usb0 up
sudo ifconfig usb0 192.168.0.203

The serial interface is available as /dev/ttyACM0.

The USB storage resource will be available as a normal USB stick.

8.3.5.2  Windows

Using Windows, you have to install the drivers of the serial interface and the network adapter after the initial
connecting of the mvBlueLYNX-X. In the device manager, the

CDC serial needs linux-cdc-acm.inf and• 
RNDIS network adapter needs linux.inf.• 
The USB storage does not need any driver installations.• 
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Both inf files can be found on the DVD.

8.3.6  µSD card slot (under the small metal plate)

The µSD card port is also located under the small metal plate. You can open the metal cover with a 1.5 mm
Allen key.

The µSD card slot supports cards of up to 32 GB capacity.

You can easily damage the µSD card or the mechanics of the mvBlueLYNX-X by improper operation.
Please be careful when inserting, removing, or handling the µSD card. Keep the µSD card at right
angles to the backplate when inserting it into the slot!

8.3.7  Power LED

Color Description
1. Off No power or no bootloader found.

2. Red Bootloader was recognized and FPGA is booting-up. N.B. The LED remains turned off for
approx. 10 seconds after applying power.

3. Green Linux OS is running.

8.3.8  Status LEDs

The status LEDs can be used or set by the user. A standard Linux LED driver is used which can be controlled
by pseudo files in the /sys directory. I.e., the LEDs can be control by a script or by an application.

8.3.8.1  How to use the LEDs

For each LED there is a pseudo directory:

root@mvblx:~# ls -l /sys/devices/virtual/leds/
total 0
drwxr-xr-x 3 root root 0 Aug  5 16:20 mvblx:green:power
drwxr-xr-x 3 root root 0 Aug  5 16:20 mvblx:green:usr1
drwxr-xr-x 3 root root 0 Aug  5 16:20 mvblx:green:usr2
drwxr-xr-x 3 root root 0 Aug  5 16:20 mvblx:green:usr3
drwxr-xr-x 3 root root 0 Aug  5 16:20 mvblx:red:power
drwxr-xr-x 3 root root 0 Aug  5 16:20 mvblx:red:usr1
drwxr-xr-x 3 root root 0 Aug  5 16:20 mvblx:red:usr2
drwxr-xr-x 3 root root 0 Aug  5 16:20 mvblx:red:usr3

Under it, there is a pseudo file called brightness. In this folder you write either "0" (turn off) or another value
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> "0" (turn on). E.g.:

echo 1 >   /sys/devices/virtual/leds/mvblx\:red\:usr1/brightness

or

echo 0 >   /sys/devices/virtual/leds/mvblx\:red\:usr1/brightness

There is also a pseudo file called trigger:

root@mvblx:~# cat  /sys/devices/virtual/leds/mvblx\:red\:usr1/trigger
[none] mmc0 mmc1 timer heartbeat backlight gpio default-on

You can write one of these key values after trigger. E.g.:

echo "heartbeat" > /sys/devices/virtual/leds/mvblx\:red\:usr1/trigger

The key values have the following meanings:

none: none• 
mmc0 or mmc1: LED will flash if the internal (mmc0) or external (mmc1) SD card is accessed• 
heartbeat: LED flashes regularly• 
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9  Sensor Data

9.1  Output sequence of color sensors (RGB Bayer)

Figure 20: Output sequence of RAW data

9.2  CCD

The ADC resolution of the CCD sensors is ≤ 14 bit; the image bit depth in memory is ≤ 12 bit.

9.2.1  Details of operation

The process of getting an image from the CCD sensor can be separated into three different phases:

Trigger1. 
Exposure2. 
Readout3. 

Figure 21: CCD timing - TriggerOverlap
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In the Trigger Overlap ReadOut mode, the camera accepts a trigger signal the texposure period
ealier than treadout is finished.

9.2.1.1  Trigger

When coming out of reset or ready with the last readout the CCD controller is waiting for a Trigger signal.
The following trigger modes are available:

Mode / Setting
(Device

Specific)

Setting (GenICam) Description

Continuous TriggerSelector =
FrameStart
TriggerMode = Off

Free running, no external trigger signal needed.

OnDemand TriggerSelector =
FrameStart
TriggerMode = On
TriggerSource =
Software
ExposureMode =
Timed

To trigger one frame
execute the
TriggerSoftware
command then.

Image acquisition triggerd by command (software trigger).

OnLowLevel TriggerSelector =
FrameStart
TriggerMode = On
TriggerSource =
TriggerActivation
= LevelLow
ExposureMode =
Timed

As long as trigger signal is Low camera acquires images with
own timing.

OnHighLevel TriggerSelector =
FrameStart
TriggerMode = On
TriggerSource =
TriggerActivation
= LevelHigh
ExposureMode =
Timed

As long as trigger signal is High camera acquires images with
own timing.

OnFallingEdge TriggerSelector =
FrameStart
TriggerMode = On
TriggerSource =
TriggerActivation
= FallingEdge
ExposureMode =
Timed

Each falling edge of trigger signal acquires one image.

OnRisingEdge Each rising edge of trigger signal acquires one image.
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TriggerSelector =
FrameStart
TriggerMode = On
TriggerSource =
TriggerActivation
= RisingEdge
ExposureMode =
Timed

OnHighExpose TriggerSelector =
FrameStart
TriggerMode = On
TriggerSource =
TriggerActivation
= LevelHigh
ExposureMode =
TriggerWidth

Each rising edge of trigger signal acquires one image, integration
time corresponds to pulse width.

OnLowExpose TriggerSelector =
FrameStart
TriggerMode = On
TriggerSource =
TriggerActivation
= LowHigh
ExposureMode =
TriggerWidth

Each falling edge of trigger signal acquires one image,
integration time corresponds to pulse width.

OnAnyEdge TriggerSelector =
FrameStart
TriggerMode = On
TriggerSource =
TriggerActivation
= AnyEdge

Start the exposure of a frame when the trigger input level
changes from high to low or from low to high.

9.2.1.2  Exposure

After an active trigger, the integration phase starts with a maximum jitter of ttrig. If flash illumination is
enabled in software the flash output will be activated exactly while the sensor chip is integrating light.
Exposure time is adjustable by software in increments of treadline.

9.2.1.3  Readout

When integration is finished, the image is transferred to hidden storage cells on the CCD. Image data is then
shifted out line-by-line and transferred to memory. Shifting out non active lines takes tvshift, while shifting
out active lines will consume treadline. The number of active pixels per line will not have any impact on
readout speed.
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9.2.2  Models

9.2.2.1  mvBlueLYNX-X120a (VGA 640 x 480)

Feature Description
Manufacturer Sony

Sensor name ICX424AL/AQ

Max. frames
per second

104

Device
Structure

Interline CCD image sensor

Image size Diagonal 6mm (Type 1/3)

Number of
effective pixels

659 (H) x 494 (V) approx. 330K pixels

Total number
of pixels

692 (H) x 504 (V) approx. 350K pixels

Chip size 5.79mm (H) x 4.89mm (V)

Unit cell size 7.4µm (H) x 7.4µm (V)

Optical black

Horizontal (H) direction: Front 2 pixels, rear 31 pixels

Vertical (V) direction: Front 8 pixels, rear 2 pixels

Number of
dummy bits

Horizontal 16 Vertical 5

Substrate
material

Silicon

9.2.2.1.1  Spectral Sensitivity

9.2.2.1.1.1  Gray scale model
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Figure 22: Spectral sensitivity mvBlueLYNX-X120aG

9.2.2.1.1.2  Color model

Figure 23: Spectral sensitivity mvBlueLYNX-X120aC

9.2.2.1.2  Timings

Name Description Pixel clock
24.54 MHz 32 MHz 40 MHz

ttrig Time from trigger (internal or
external) to exposure start

ttrig = tvshift + tturn_on_delay_opto(tturn_on_delay_opto = approx. 2µs)

twait Time after a new trigger is
accepted

< 1us

ttrans Image transfer time (move
image to readout cells in CCD)

7.99µs 6.13µs 4.90µs

treadline Time needed to readout a line 31.95µs 24.50µs 19.60µs

tvshift Time needed to shift unused
lines away

2.93µs 2.25µs 1.80µs

texposure Exposure time 10µs..10s 10µs..10s 10µs..10s

treadout Image readout time (move
image from readout cells to
memory

treadout = ((ActiveLines + 1) * treadline)) + ((504 - ActiveLines) *
tvshift) + ttrans

In partial scan mode (readout window ysize < 480 lines).
To calculate the maximum frames per second (FPSmax) you will need following formula (Expose mode: No
overlap):

FPS_max =            1
           ----------------------
           t_readout + t_exposure

(Expose mode: Overlapped):
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t_readout < t_exposure:    FPS_max =        1
                                     ---------------
                                       t_exposure

t_readout > t_exposure:    FPS_max =        1
                                     ---------------
                                       t_readout

Example: Frame rate as function of lines & exposure time

Now, when we insert the values using exposure time of, for example, 8000 us, 480 lines and 40MHz pixel
clock (Expose mode: No overlap):

FPS_max =                                   1
           ----------------------------------------------------------------------
           (((480 + 1) * 19.60 us) + ((504 - 480) * 1.80 us) + 4.90 us) + 8000 us
        =  0.00005722231441372878   1 / us
        =  57.2
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9.2.2.2  mvBlueLYNX-X120b (VGA 640 x 480)

Feature Description
Manufacturer Sony

Sensor name ICX414AL/AQ

Max. frames
per second

104

Device
Structure

Interline CCD image sensor with Had microlens

Image size Diagonal 6mm (Type 1/2)

Number of
effective pixels

659 (H) x 494 (V) approx. 330K pixels

Total number
of pixels

692 (H) x 504 (V) approx. 350K pixels

Chip size 7.48mm (H) x 6.15mm (V)

Unit cell size 9.9µm (H) x 9.9µm (V)

Optical black

Horizontal (H) direction: Front 2 pixels, rear 31 pixels

Vertical (V) direction: Front 8 pixels, rear 2 pixels

Number of
dummy bits

Horizontal 16 Vertical 5

Substrate
material

Silicon

9.2.2.2.1  Spectral Sensitivity

9.2.2.2.1.1  Gray scale model
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Figure 24: Spectral sensitivity mvBlueLYNX-X120bG

9.2.2.2.1.2  Color model

Figure 25: Spectral sensitivity mvBlueLYNX-X120bC

9.2.2.2.2  Timings

Name Description Pixel clock
24.54 MHz 32 MHz 40 MHz

ttrig Time from trigger (internal or
external) to exposure start

ttrig = tvshift + tturn_on_delay_opto(tturn_on_delay_opto = approx. 2µs)

twait Time after a new trigger is
accepted

< 1us

ttrans Image transfer time (move
image to readout cells in CCD)

7.99µs 6.13µs 4.90µs

treadline Time needed to readout a line 31.95µs 24.50µs 19.60µs

tvshift Time needed to shift unused
lines away

2.93µs 2.25µs 1.80µs

texposure Exposure time 10µs..10s 10µs..10s 10µs..10s

treadout Image readout time (move
image from readout cells to
memory

treadout = ((ActiveLines + 1) * treadline)) + ((504 - ActiveLines) *
tvshift) + ttrans

In partial scan mode (readout window ysize < 480 lines).
To calculate the maximum frames per second (FPSmax) you will need following formula (Expose mode: No
overlap):

FPS_max =            1
           ----------------------
           t_readout + t_exposure

(Expose mode: Overlapped):
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t_readout < t_exposure:    FPS_max =        1
                                     ---------------
                                       t_exposure

t_readout > t_exposure:    FPS_max =        1
                                     ---------------
                                       t_readout

Example: Frame rate as function of lines & exposure time

Now, when we insert the values using exposure time of, for example, 8000 us, 480 lines and 40MHz pixel
clock (Expose mode: No overlap):

FPS_max =                                   1
           ----------------------------------------------------------------------
           (((480 + 1) * 19.60 us) + ((504 - 480) * 1.80 us) + 4.90 us) + 8000 us
        =  0.00005722231441372878   1 / us
        =  57.2
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9.2.2.3  mvBlueLYNX-X120d (SVGA 776 x 580)

Feature Description
Manufacturer Sony

Sensor name ICX415AL/AQ

Max. frames
per second

87

Device
Structure

Interline CCD image sensor with Had microlens

Image size Diagonal 6mm (Type 1/2)

Number of
effective pixels

782 (H) x 582 (V) approx. 460K pixels

Total number
of pixels

823 (H) x 592 (V) approx. 490K pixels

Chip size 7.48mm (H) x 6.15mm (V)

Unit cell size 8.3µm (H) x 8.3µm (V)

Optical black

Horizontal (H) direction: Front 3 pixels, rear 38 pixels

Vertical (V) direction: Front 8 pixels, rear 2 pixels

Number of
dummy bits

Horizontal 19 Vertical 5

Substrate
material

Silicon

9.2.2.3.1  Spectral Sensitivity

9.2.2.3.1.1  Gray scale model
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Figure 26: Spectral sensitivity mvBlueLYNX-X120dG

9.2.2.3.1.2  Color model

Figure 27: Spectral sensitivity mvBlueLYNX-X120dC

9.2.2.3.2  Timings

Name Description Pixel clock
29.5 MHz 48 MHz

ttrig Time from trigger (internal or
external) to exposure start

ttrig = tvshift +
tturn_on_delay_opto(tturn_on_delay_opto = approx.
2µs)

twait Time after a new trigger is
accepted

< 1us

ttrans Image transfer time (move
image to readout cells in CCD)

30.51µs 18.75µs

treadline Time needed to readout a line 32µs 19.67µs

tvshift Time needed to shift unused
lines away

3.25µs 2µs

texposure Exposure time 10µs..10s 10µs..10s

treadout Image readout time (move
image from readout cells to
memory

treadout = ((ActiveLines + 1) * treadline)) +
((592 - ActiveLines) * tvshift) + ttrans

In partial scan mode (readout window ysize < 580 lines).
To calculate the maximum frames per second (FPSmax) you will need following formula (Expose mode: No
overlap):

FPS_max =            1
           ----------------------
           t_readout + t_exposure

(Expose mode: Overlapped):
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t_readout < t_exposure:    FPS_max =        1
                                     ---------------
                                       t_exposure

t_readout > t_exposure:    FPS_max =        1
                                     ---------------
                                       t_readout

Example: Frame rate as function of lines & exposure time

Now, when we insert the values using exposure time of, for example, 8000 us, 580 lines and 48MHz pixel
clock (Expose mode: No overlap):

FPS_max =                            1
           ----------------------------------------------------------
           (((580 + 1) * 19.67 us) + ((592 - 580) * 2 us) + 18.75 us)
        =  0.00008717620577769021  1 / us 
        =  87.2
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9.2.2.4  mvBlueLYNX-X122 (SXGA 1280 x 960)

Feature Description
Manufacturer Sony

Sensor name ICX445ALA/AQA

Max. frames
per second

31

Device
Structure

Interline CCD image sensor with ExViewHad microlens

Image size Diagonal 6mm (Type 1/3)

Number of
effective pixels

1296 (H) x 966 (V) approx. 1.25M pixels

Total number
of pixels

1348 (H) x 976 (V) approx. 1.32M pixels

Chip size 6.26mm (H) x 5.01mm (V)

Unit cell size 3.75µm (H) x 3.75µm (V)

Optical black

Horizontal (H) direction: Front 12 pixels, rear 40 pixels

Vertical (V) direction: Front 8 pixels, rear 2 pixels

Number of
dummy bits

Horizontal 4 Vertical 2

Substrate
material

Silicon

9.2.2.4.1  Spectral Sensitivity

9.2.2.4.1.1  Gray scale model
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Figure 28: Spectral sensitivity mvBlueLYNX-X122G

9.2.2.4.1.2  Color model

Figure 29: Spectral sensitivity mvBlueLYNX-X122C

9.2.2.4.2  Timings

Name Description Pixel clock
36 MHz 50 MHz

ttrig Time from trigger (internal or
external) to exposure start

ttrig = tvshift + tturn_on_delay_opto(tturn_on_delay_opto = approx. 2µs)

twait Time after a new trigger is
accepted

< 1us

ttrans Image transfer time (move
image to readout cells in CCD)

16.25µs 11.70µs

treadline Time needed to readout a line 45.83µs 33.00µs

tvshift Time needed to shift unused
lines away

2.06µs 1.48µs

texposure Exposure time 10µs..10s 10µs..10s

treadout Image readout time (move
image from readout cells to
memory

treadout = ((ActiveLines + 1) * treadline)) + ((976 - ActiveLines) *
tvshift) + ttrans

In partial scan mode (readout window ysize < 964 lines).
To calculate the maximum frames per second (FPSmax) you will need following formula (Expose mode: No
overlap):

FPS_max =            1
           ----------------------
           t_readout + t_exposure

(Expose mode: Overlapped):
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t_readout < t_exposure:    FPS_max =        1
                                     ---------------
                                       t_exposure

t_readout > t_exposure:    FPS_max =        1
                                     ---------------
                                       t_readout

Example: Frame rate as function of lines & exposure time

Now, when we insert the values using exposure time of, for example, 8000 us, 960 lines and 50MHz pixel
clock (Expose mode: No overlap):

FPS_max =                                   1
           ----------------------------------------------------------------------
           (((960 + 1) * 33.00 us) + ((976 - 960) * 1.48 us) + 11.70 us) + 8000 us
        =  0.00002515825802208794   1 / us
        =  25.2
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9.2.2.5  mvBlueLYNX-X123 (SXGA 1360 x 1024)

Feature Description
Manufacturer Sony

Sensor name ICX267AL/AK

Max. frames
per second

30

Device
Structure

Interline CCD image sensor

Image size Diagonal 8mm (Type 1/2)

Number of
effective pixels

1392 (H) x 1040 (V) approx. 1.45M pixels

Total number
of pixels

1434 (H) x 1050 (V) approx. 1.5M pixels

Chip size 7.6mm (H) x 4.65mm (V)

Unit cell size 4.65µm (H) x 4.65µm (V)

Optical black

Horizontal (H) direction: Front 2 pixels, rear 40 pixels

Vertical (V) direction: Front 8 pixels, rear 2 pixels

Number of
dummy bits

Horizontal 20 Vertical 3

Substrate
material

Silicon

9.2.2.5.1  Spectral Sensitivity

9.2.2.5.1.1  Gray scale model
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Figure 30: Spectral sensitivity mvBlueLYNX-X123G

9.2.2.5.1.2  Color model

Figure 31: Spectral sensitivity mvBlueLYNX-X123C

9.2.2.5.2  Timings

Name Description Pixel clock
28 MHz 56 MHz

ttrig Time from trigger (internal or
external) to exposure start

ttrig = tvshift + tturn_on_delay_opto(tturn_on_delay_opto = approx. 2µs)

twait Time after a new trigger is
accepted

< 1us

ttrans Image transfer time (move
image to readout cells in CCD)

42.86µs 21.43µs

treadline Time needed to readout a line 63.93µs 31.96µs

tvshift Time needed to shift unused
lines away

8.57µs 4.29µs

texposure Exposure time 20µs..10s 20µs..10s

treadout Image readout time (move
image from readout cells to
memory

treadout = ((ActiveLines + 1) * treadline)) + ((1050 - ActiveLines) *
tvshift) + ttrans

In partial scan mode (readout window ysize < 1024 lines).
To calculate the maximum frames per second (FPSmax) you will need following formula (Expose mode: No
overlap):

FPS_max =            1
           ----------------------
           t_readout + t_exposure
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(Expose mode: Overlapped):

t_readout < t_exposure:    FPS_max =        1
                                     ---------------
                                       t_exposure

t_readout > t_exposure:    FPS_max =        1
                                     ---------------
                                       t_readout

Example: Frame rate as function of lines & exposure time

Now, when we insert the values using exposure time of, for example, 8000 us, 1024 lines and 56MHz pixel
clock (Expose mode: No overlap):

FPS_max =                                   1
           ---------------------------------------------------------------------
           (((1024 + 1) * 31.96 us) + ((1050 - 1024) * 4.29 us) + 8.57 us) + 8000 us
        =  0.000024454678999324316   1 / us
        =  24.5
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9.2.2.6  mvBlueLYNX-X124 (UXGA 1600 x 1200)

Feature Description
Manufacturer Sony

Sensor name ICX274AL/AQ

Max. frames
per second

28

Device
Structure

Interline CCD image sensor

Image size Diagonal 8.923mm (Type 1/1.8)

Number of
effective pixels

1600 (H) x 1200 (V) approx. 1.92M pixels

Total number
of pixels

1688 (H) x 1248 (V) approx. 2.11M pixels

Chip size 8.50mm (H) x 6.8mm (V)

Unit cell size 4.4µm (H) x 4.4µm (V)

Optical black

Horizontal (H) direction: Front 12 pixels, rear 48 pixels

Vertical (V) direction: Front 10 pixels, rear 2 pixels

Number of
dummy bits

Horizontal 28 Vertical 1

Substrate
material

Silicon

9.2.2.6.1  Spectral Sensitivity

9.2.2.6.1.1  Gray scale model
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Figure 32: Spectral sensitivity mvBlueLYNX-X124G

9.2.2.6.1.2  Color model

Figure 33: Spectral sensitivity mvBlueLYNX-X124C

9.2.2.6.2  Timings

Name Description Pixel clock
36 MHz 56 MHz 65 MHz

ttrig Time from trigger (internal or
external) to exposure start

ttrig = tvshift + tturn_on_delay_opto(tturn_on_delay_opto = approx. 2µs)

twait Time after a new trigger is
accepted

< 1us

ttrans Image transfer time (move
image to readout cells in CCD)

35.56µs 22.86µs 19.69µs

treadline Time needed to readout a line 53.33µs 34.29µs 29.54µs

tvshift Time needed to shift unused
lines away

5.56µs 3.57µs 3.08µs

texposure Exposure time 20µs..10s 20µs..10s 20µs..10s

treadout Image readout time (move
image from readout cells to
memory

treadout = ((ActiveLines + 1) * treadline)) + ((1248 - ActiveLines) *
tvshift) + ttrans

In partial scan mode (readout window ysize < 1200 lines).
To calculate the maximum frames per second (FPSmax) you will need following formula (Expose mode: No
overlap):

FPS_max =            1
           ----------------------
           t_readout + t_exposure
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(Expose mode: Overlapped):

t_readout < t_exposure:    FPS_max =        1
                                     ---------------
                                       t_exposure

t_readout > t_exposure:    FPS_max =        1
                                     ---------------
                                       t_readout

Example: Frame rate as function of lines & exposure time

Now, when we insert the values using exposure time of, for example, 8000 us, 1024 lines and 56MHz pixel
clock (Expose mode: No overlap):

FPS_max =                                   1
           ----------------------------------------------------------------------
           (((1200 + 1) * 29.54 us) + ((1248 - 1200) * 3.08 us) + 19.69 us) + 8000 us
        =  0.0000229120952263   1 / us
        =  22.9
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9.2.2.7  mvBlueLYNX-X125a (5 Mpix 2448 x 2050)

Feature Description
Manufacturer Sony

Sensor name ICX655ALA/AQA

Max. frames
per second

10

Device
Structure

Interline CCD image sensor with SuperHad microlens

Image size Diagonal 11.016mm (Type 2/3)

Number of
effective pixels

2456 (H) x 2058 (V) approx. 5.05M pixels

Total number
of pixels

2536 (H) x 2068 (V) approx. 5.24M pixels

Chip size 9.93mm (H) x 8.70mm (V)

Unit cell size 3.45µm (H) x 3.45µm (V)

Optical black

Horizontal (H) direction: Front 40 pixels, rear 40 pixels

Vertical (V) direction: Front 8 pixels, rear 2 pixels

Number of
dummy bits

Horizontal 1 per channel Vertical 1

Substrate
material

Silicon

9.2.2.7.1  Spectral Sensitivity

9.2.2.7.1.1  Gray scale model

Figure 34: Spectral sensitivity mvBlueLYNX-X125aG
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9.2.2.7.1.2  Color model

Figure 35: Spectral sensitivity mvBlueLYNX-X125aC

9.2.2.7.2  Timings

Name Description Pixel clock
60 MHz 66 MHz

ttrig Time from trigger (internal or
external) to exposure start

ttrig = tvshift +
tturn_on_delay_opto(tturn_on_delay_opto = approx.
2µs)

twait Time after a new trigger is
accepted

< 1us

ttrans Image transfer time (move
image to readout cells in CCD)

30.87µs 28.06µs

treadline Time needed to readout a line 53.20µs 48.36µs

tvshift Time needed to shift unused
lines away

10.00µs 9.09µs

texposure Exposure time 20µs..10s 20µs..10s

treadout Image readout time (move
image from readout cells to
memory

treadout = ((ActiveLines + 1) * treadline)) +
((2068 - ActiveLines) * tvshift) + ttrans

In partial scan mode (readout window ysize < 2050 lines).
To calculate the maximum frames per second (FPSmax) you will need following formula (Expose mode: No
overlap):

FPS_max =            1
           ----------------------
           t_readout + t_exposure
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(Expose mode: Overlapped):

t_readout < t_exposure:    FPS_max =        1
                                     ---------------
                                       t_exposure

t_readout > t_exposure:    FPS_max =        1
                                     ---------------
                                       t_readout

Example: Frame rate as function of lines & exposure time

Now, when we insert the values using exposure time of, for example, 8000 us, 1024 lines and 56MHz pixel
clock (Expose mode: No overlap):

FPS_max =                                   1
           ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
           (((2050 + 1) * 53.20 us) + ((2068 - 2050) * 10.00 us) + 30.87 us) + 8000 us
        =  0.00000852340018549 1 / us
        =  8.5
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9.3  CMOS

9.3.1  Details of operation

The CMOS sensors offer two different modes of operation:

Free running mode (Overlapping integration and readout)1. 
Snapshot mode (Sequential integration and readout)2. 

9.3.1.1  Free running mode

In free running mode, the sensor reaches its maximum frame rate. This is done by overlapping erase,
integration and readout phase. The sensor timing in free running mode is fixed, so there is no control when to
start an acquisition. This mode is used with trigger mode Continuous.

9.3.1.2  Snapshot mode

In snapshot mode, the image acquisition process consists off several sequential phases:

Trigger1. 
Erase, exposure and readout2. 

9.3.1.2.1  Trigger

Snapshot mode starts with a trigger. This can be either a hardware or a software signal.

The CMOS sensors used in mvBlueLYNX-X cameras support the following trigger modes:

Mode / Setting
(Device

Specific)

Setting (GenICam) Description

Continuous TriggerSelector =
FrameStart
TriggerMode = Off

Free running, no external trigger signal needed.

OnDemand TriggerSelector =
FrameStart
TriggerMode = On
TriggerSource =
Software
ExposureMode =
Timed

To trigger one frame
execute the
TriggerSoftware
command then.

Image acquisition triggerd by command (software trigger).

OnLowLevel TriggerSelector =
FrameStart
TriggerMode = On

As long as trigger signal is Low camera acquires images with
own timing.
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TriggerSource =
TriggerActivation
= LevelLow
ExposureMode =
Timed

OnHighLevel TriggerSelector =
FrameStart
TriggerMode = On
TriggerSource =
TriggerActivation
= LevelHigh
ExposureMode =
Timed

As long as trigger signal is High camera acquires images with
own timing.

OnHighExpose TriggerSelector =
FrameStart
TriggerMode = On
TriggerSource =
TriggerActivation
= LevelHigh
ExposureMode =
TriggerWidth

Each rising edge of trigger signal acquires one image, integration
time corresponds to pulse width. (only with -X105)

If an external trigger signal occurs (e.g. high or low), the sensor will start to expose and readout one image.
Now, if the trigger signal is still available, the sensor will start to expose and readout the next image (see
figure 36, upper part). This will lead to an acquisition just like using continuous trigger.

Figure 36: External Trigger with CMOS sensors

If you want to avoid this effect, you have to adjust the trigger signal. As you can see in figure 36 (lower part),
the possible period is small.
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9.3.1.2.1.1  Example

External synchronized image acquisition (high active)

Trigger modes
OnHighLevel:
The high level of the trigger has to be shorter than the frame time. In this case, the sensor will
make one image exactly. If the high time is longer, there will be images with the possible
frequency of the sensor as long as the high level takes. The first image will start with the
low-high edge of the signal. The integration time of the exposure register will be used.

♦ 

OnLowLevel:
The first image will start with the high-low edge of the signal.

♦ 

OnHighExpose
This mode is like OnHighLevel, however, the exposure time is used like the high time of
the signal.

♦ 

• 

9.3.1.2.2  Erase, exposure and readout

All pixels are light sensitive at the same period of time. The whole pixel core is reset simultaneously and after
the exposure time all pixel values are sampled together on the storage node inside each pixel. The pixel core is
read out line-by-line after integration.

Exposure and read out cycle is carry-out in serial; that causes that no integration is possible during read
out. The step width for the exposure time is 1 µs. Image data is then shifted out line-by-line and
transferred to memory.
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9.3.2  Models

9.3.2.1  mvBlueLYNX-X100w (WVGA 752 x 480)

The sensor uses a full frame shutter (ShutterMode = FrameShutter), i.e. all pixels are reset at the same
time and the exposure commences. It ends with the charge transfer of the voltage sampling.

Feature Description
Manufacturer Aptina

Sensor name MT9V034

Max. frames
per second

117

Device
Structure

CMOS image sensor with HDR

SNR

DNR (normal /
HDR)

55 dB / > 110 dB

Image size Type 1/3

Number of
effective pixels

752 (H) x 480 (V)

Chip size 4.51 (H) x 2.88mm (V)

Unit cell size 6µm (H) x 6µm (V)

ADC
resolution /
output

10 bit → 12, 10, 8 bit

9.3.2.1.1  Spectral Sensitivity

9.3.2.1.1.1  Gray scale model

Figure 37: mvBlueLYNX-X100wG
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9.3.2.1.1.2  Color model

Figure 38: mvBlueLYNX-X100wC

9.3.2.1.2  Timings

Name Description Pixel clock
27 MHz 40 MHz 50 MHz

Horizontal blank 61

Vertical blank 45

9.3.2.1.2.1  Free running mode

To calculate the maximum frames per second (FPSmax) in free running mode you will need following formula:

FrameTime = (ImageWidth + HorizonalBlank) * ((ImageHeight + VerticalBlank) / PixelClock)

If exposure time is lower than frame time:

FPS_max =            1
           ----------------------
            FrameTime / 1000000

If exposure time is greater than frame time:

FPS_max =            1
           ----------------------
            ExposureTime / 1000000

9.3.2.1.2.2  Snapshot mode

To calculate the maximum frames per second (FPSmax) in snapshot mode you will need following formula:

FrameTime = (ImageWidth + HorizonalBlank) * ((ImageHeight + VerticalBlank) / PixelClock)

If exposure time is lower than frame time:

FPS_max =                  1
           -----------------------------------
            FrameTime + ExposureTime / 1000000
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9.3.2.2  mvBlueLYNX-X102b (SXGA 1280 x 960)

The sensor uses a pipelined global snapshot shutter, i.e. light exposure takes place on all pixels in parallel,
although subsequent readout is sequential.

Feature Description
Manufacturer Aptina

Sensor name MT9M021

Max. frames
per second

40.6

Device
Structure

CMOS image sensor

SNR 40 dB

DNR (normal /
HDR)

> 61 dB /

Image size Type 1/3

Number of
effective pixels

1280 (H) x 960 (V)

Unit cell size 3.75µm (H) x 3.75µm (V)

ADC
resolution /
output

12 bit → 12, 10, 8 bit

9.3.2.2.1  Spectral Sensitivity

9.3.2.2.1.1  Gray scale model

Figure 39: mvBlueLYNX-X102bG
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9.3.2.2.1.2  Color model

Figure 40: mvBlueLYNX-X102bC

9.3.2.2.2  Timings

Name Description Pixel clock
40 MHz 66 MHz

Line 1650

Vertical blank 25

9.3.2.2.2.1  Free running mode

To calculate the maximum frames per second (FPSmax) in free running mode you will need following formula:

FrameTime = (ImageHeight * (Line / PixelClock)) + (VerticalBlank * (Line / PixelClock))

If exposure time is lower than frame time:

FPS_max =            1
           ----------------------
            FrameTime / 1000000

If exposure time is greater than frame time:

FPS_max =            1
           ----------------------
            ExposureTime / 1000000

9.3.2.2.2.2  Snapshot mode

To calculate the maximum frames per second (FPSmax) in snapshot mode you will need following formula:

FrameTime = (ImageHeight * (Line / PixelClock)) + (VerticalBlank * (Line / PixelClock))

If exposure time is lower than frame time:

FPS_max =                  1
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           -----------------------------------
            FrameTime + ExposureTime / 1000000
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9.3.2.3  mvBlueLYNX-X102e (SXGA 1280 x 1024)

The sensor uses a full frame shutter (ShutterMode = FrameShutter), i.e. all pixels are reset at the same
time and the exposure commences. It ends with the charge transfer of the voltage sampling.

Feature Description
Manufacturer E2V

Sensor name EV76C560

Max. frames
per second

60

Device
Structure

CMOS image sensor

SNR 41 dB

DNR (normal /
HDR)

62 dB /

Image size Type 1/1.8

Number of
effective pixels

1280 (H) x 1024 (V)

Unit cell size 5.3µm (H) x 5.3µm (V)

ADC
resolution /
output

10 bit (10-8 companding) → 10, 8 bit

9.3.2.3.1  Spectral Sensitivity

9.3.2.3.1.1  Spectral response and quantum efficiency

Figure 43: mvBlueLYNX-X102e
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9.3.2.3.2  Timings

Name Value
InternalLineLength 944

InternalADCClock 118.75

9.3.2.3.2.1  Free running mode

To calculate the maximum frames per second (FPSmax) in free running mode you will need following formula:

ReadOutTime =  RowTime * (ImageHeight + 10) / 1000

If exposure time is lower than frame time:

               1000
FPS_max =  -------------
            ReadOutTime

If exposure time is greater than frame time:

                 1
FPS_max =  --------------
            ExposureTime

9.3.2.3.2.2  Snapshot mode

To calculate the maximum frames per second (FPSmax) in snapshot mode you will need following formula:

ReadOutTime =  RowTime * (ImageHeight + 10) / 1000

If exposure time is lower than frame time:

                       1000
FPS_max =  ----------------------------
            ReadOutTime + ExposureTime

9.3.2.3.2.3  Linescan mode

The sensor offers also a usage as a line scan sensor. One (gray scale sensor) or two lines (in terms of color
sensor) can be selected to be read out of the full line height of 1024 lines. This or these lines are grouped to a
pseudo frame of selectable height in the internal buffer of the camera.

The camera then outputs these frames which contain multiples of the same scan line(s) without gaps or
interruptions.

To operate in line scan mode, use the following properties:

In Setting -> Base -> Camera -> GenICam -> Device Control, please change the Device Scan Type
to Linescan.

1. 

In Setting -> Base -> Camera -> GenICam -> Image Format Control, please set Width and Height.
Height specifies how often the same line(s) will be used to reach the height of the image.
Use Offset X to shift horizontally the starting point of the exposed line.
Use Offset Y to shift the scan line vertically (typically to 512 which represents the optical center).

2. 

The sensor will not get faster by windowing in x direction.
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Finally, in Setting -> Base -> Camera -> GenICam -> Acquisition Control, please adapt the
Exposure Time.
For high linescan rates the exposure time has to be proportionally low. To achieve the maximum
linescan rate of 12.6 kHz (gray scale sensor) the exposure time has to be set to approx. 60 us.

3. 

You may use longer exposure times at the expense of scanning frequency.

You can use either Continuous or a trigger mode as Acquisition Mode in Setting -> Base -> Camera ->
GenICam -> Acquisition Control. However, if an external (line) trigger will have to be used, it is
absolutely required that the external trigger is always present. During a trigger interruption, controlling
or communication to the camera is not possible!
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9.3.2.4  mvBlueLYNX-X105 (5MP 2592 x 1944)

This sensor uses two acquisition modes:

rolling shutter (ShutterMode = ElectronicRollingShutter) and• 
global reset release shutter (ShutterMode = GlobalResetRelease).• 

With the rolling shutter the lines are exposed for the same duration, but at a slightly different point in time:

Figure 44: CMOS sensor -X105 - rolling shutter

Moving objects together with a rolling shutter can cause a shear in moving objects.
The global reset release shutter, which is only available in triggered operation, starts the exposure of all rows
simultaneously and the reset to each row is released simultaneously, too. However, the readout of the lines is
equal to the readout of the rolling shutter: line by line:

Figure 45: CMOS sensor -X105 - global reset release shutter

This means, the bottom lines of the sensor will be exposured longer! For this reason, this mode will
only make sense, if there is no extraneous light and the flash duration is shorter or equal to the exposure
time.

Global reset release will only make sense, if a flash is used which is brighter than the ambient light. The
settings in wxPropView will look like this:
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Figure 46: CMOS sensor -X105 - global reset release dig I/O settings

In this case, DigOut0 gets a high signal as long as the exposure time (which is synchronized with the
GlobalResetRelease). This signal can start a flash light.

Feature Description
Manufacturer Aptina

Sensor name MT9P031

Max. frames
per second

11.7

Device
Structure

CMOS image sensor

SNR > 38 dB

DNR (normal /
HDR)

> 70 dB /

Image size Type 1/2.5

Number of
effective pixels

2592 (H) x 1944 (V)

Chip size 5.70 (H) x 4.28mm (V)

Unit cell size 2.2µm (H) x 2.2µm (V)

ADC
resolution /
output

10 bit → 12, 10, 8 bit

9.3.2.4.1  Spectral Sensitivity

9.3.2.4.1.1  Gray scale model

Figure 47: Spectral sensitivity mvBlueLYNX-X105G

9.3.2.4.1.2  Color model
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Figure 48: Spectral sensitivity mvBlueLYNX-X105C

9.3.2.4.2  Timings

Name Description Pixel clock
40 MHz 80 MHz

Vertical
blank

9

Line 1900

9.3.2.4.2.1  Free running mode

To calculate the maximum frames per second (FPSmax) in free running mode you will need following formula:

FrameTime = (ImageHeight * (Line / PixelClock)) + (VerticalBlank * (Line / PixelClock))

If exposure time is lower than frame time:

FPS_max =            1
           ----------------------
            FrameTime / 1000000

If exposure time is greater than frame time:

FPS_max =            1
           ----------------------
            ExposureTime / 1000000

9.3.2.4.2.2  Snapshot mode

To calculate the maximum frames per second (FPSmax) in snapshot mode you will need following formula:

FrameTime = (ImageHeight * (Line / PixelClock)) + (VerticalBlank * (Line / PixelClock))

If exposure time is lower than frame time:

FPS_max =                  1
           -----------------------------------
            FrameTime + ExposureTime / 1000000
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10  Filter and Lenses

10.1  Filters

MATRIX VISION offers three filters for the mvBlueLYNX-X camera. The hot mirror filter is part of the
standard delivery condition.

10.1.1  Hot mirror filter

The hot mirror filter FILTER IR-CUT 20X1 FE has great transmission in the visible spectrum and blocks out
a significant portion of the IR energy.

10.1.1.1  Technical data

Diameter 20.0 mm

Thickness 1.0 mm

Material Borofloat

Characteristics T = 50% @ 650 ± 10 nm

T > 92% 390-620 nm

Ravg > 95% 700-1150 nm

AOI = 0 degrees

ground with protection chamfer

Surface quality Polished on both sides P4

Surface
irregularity

5/3x0.06 on both sides

Figure 49: IR-CUT 20X1 FE wavelengths and transmission diagram

10.1.2  Glass filter

It is also possible to choose the glass filter Glass-20x1 with following characteristics:

10.1.2.1  Technical data

Glass thickness 1.0 mm
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Material Borofloat without coating

ground with protection chamfer

Surface quality polished on both sides P4

Surface
irregularity

5/3x0.06 on both sides

10.2  Lenses

MATRIX VISION offers a high-quality selection of lenses. If you have questions about our accessories,
please contact our sales team: info@matrix-vision.com.
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11  Initial Delivery Configuration

11.1  Booting

By default, the mvBlueLYNX-X boots

from the external µSD card slot,1. 
then from the internal one.2. 

It is not possible to boot from USB instead of µSD card.

11.2  Linux OS environment

The mvBlueLYNX-X has an internal FLASH memory (SD card, single level 1) with two partitions:

LINUX (886.4 MB, 54% allocated by Linux OS)1. 
BOOT (70.6 MB, 6% allocated by bootloader)2. 

Approximately 350 MB remain free for user applications. An external µSD card or a USB memory stick may
be used to add extra space for user applications.

MATRIX VISION offers special single level µSD cards. These cards allow more write and read cycles than
typical multi level cards. If you think the internal µSD card in not working properly, please have a look at the
Troubleshooting section.

By default, there are two users:

root:matrix (only with this user wxPropView is running at the moment)1. 
matrix:matrix (no camera access at the moment)2. 

11.3  Keyboard layout

By default the keyboard layout is set to US English.

To change this behaviour you can use hal:

Open a terminal window.1. 
cp  /usr/share/hal/fdi/policy/10osvendor/10-keymap.fdi
/etc/hal/fdi/policy/

2. 

Now, edit the the following line in /etc/hal/fdi/policy/10-keymap.fdi:
Default: for en-US:
<merge key="input.xkb.layout" type="string">us</merge>
<merge key="input.xkb.variant" type="string"/>
For en-GB:
<merge key="input.xkb.layout" type="string">gb</merge>
<merge key="input.xkb.variant" type="string">intl</merge>
For German:
<merge key="input.xkb.layout" type="string">de</merge>
<merge key="input.xkb.variant" type="string">nodeadkeys</merge>

3. 

For German keyboards this may be a better solution:
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Open a terminal window.1. 
setxkbmap -model pc105 -layout de2. 

You could put the above line in a file in the directory /etc/profile.d in order to set the keyboard after
rebooting.

(You might need to install setxkbmap from the stable feed like this: opkg install setxkbmap)

11.4  VGA resolution

By default, the mvBlueLYNX-X has been pre-configured at a resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels, 24 bit @ 60
Hz. DDC - I²C lines are available, however, they are not used for the automatic resolution detection.

If you want to change the resolution permanently, you have to edit the /media/mmcblk0p1/uEnv.txt.

By default, the following line can be found there: dvimode=1024x768-24@60

The maximum possible resolution depends on the pixel clock not exceeding 75MHz i.e. a resolution of
WXGA 1280 x 800 @ 60Hz (=71MHz) is possible.

11.5  Network configuration

By default, the mvBlueLYNX-X gets its IP address via DHCP automatically.

Depending on the configuration of the network or the mvBlueLYNX-X (more precisely: if DHCP is used or
not), the following IP addresses are assigned:

If the mvBlueLYNX-X is configured to use a static IP address, the mvBlueLYNX-X will use this one.
In this case, the mvBlueLYNX-X will only be accessible if the IP address is valid for the current
network.

1. 

With DHCP, the mvBlueLYNX-X will get an IP address from the DHCP server (default).2. 
Without DHCP, the mvBlueLYNX-X will start with a logical link address (LLA) / zero configuration
class B IP address ("169.254.X.X", netmask 255.255.0.0).

3. 
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Figure 50: Boot sequence of mvBlueLYNX-X

You can change settings like the static IP address to your needs as follows:

Open the following file /etc/network/interfaces.
At the moment it looks like this:

...

...
auto eth0
iface eth0 inet dhcp
...
...

1. 

Now change it to this, replacing the values with ones that match you network, e.g.:

...

...
auto eth0
iface eth0 inet static
      address 192.168.0.202
      netmask 255.255.255.0
      network 192.168.0.0
      gateway 192.168.0.200
...
...

2. 

Some versions of the graphical Network Setup dialog box (Click on desktop: Menu Applications ->
Settings -> Network Setup) are known to write incorrect information to the file
/etc/network/interfaces. If you do use this dialogbox then please check the file
/etc/network/interfaces and remove any line that starts with the word iface  static
(e.g. like this: iface  static loopback dhcp) before rebooting.

Alternatively, use zeroconf networking. In this case the mvBlueLYNX-X will use an IP address in the range
169.254.0.0/255.255.0.0 if it cannot obtain a dynamic address from a DHCP server.

It is not possible to wake up the mvBlueLYNX-X using wake-on-LAN magic network packets.
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11.6  Storing Data On µSD Cards or USB Devices

Write cycles of Flash memories like SD card or memory sticks are limited. To extend the life cycle of
the internal µSD card, we suggest not to use it for logging. For logs, please use a mounted network
directory, a USB stick or an external µSD card.

You can easily damage the µSD card or the mechanics of the mvBlueLYNX-X by improper operation.
Please be careful when inserting, removing, or handling the µSD card. Keep the µSD card at right
angles to the backplate when inserting it into the slot!

11.6.1  Powering Down The Camera

The mvBlueLYNX-X is a small computer with a file system stored on µSD card. Just like desktop PCs it
usually makes sense to power down the camera in a controlled manner instead of removing power suddenly.
The journaling file system used for the internal µSD card is designed to ensure that the file system is not
permanently damaged by a power outage but the individual files being written at the time may not be
complete. If you are certain that data is not being written to the internal µSD card and that all previously
written data is already stored on the card (see below for a method to confirm this), then removing power from
the camera in an uncontrolled manner is permitted.

11.6.2  Precautions

The following precautions may be useful to preserve data integrity if applications do write data to a µSD card:

Wherever possible make use of the standard GNU/Linux commands halt, reboot or shutdown
instead of suddenly removing power from the camera.

1. 

After installing software or updating the camera with the opkg command or writing any data to a
µSD card or USB memory device always use the sync comand before removing power.

2. 

In user applications that must write data to a µSD card or to a USB memory device ensure that a
sync function call is made to flush all write buffers to the card before removing power to the camera.

3. 

Avoid writing data to the internal SD card. If this is not possible then ensure that the write buffers are
not written to the card more than is absolutely necessary. e.g. if you write log messages every second
but flush the buffers (with sync) only every 30 seconds, you may improve the lifetime of the µSD
card at the cost of losing up to 30 seconds of data due to a power outage. Depending on your
application this may be an acceptable compromise.

4. 

Consider using an external USB memory device or a µSD card in the external SD-slot or a network
directory for application data or logs. In this way the camera's system files will not be affected by a
power outage or data loss on the storage device used.

5. 

For data that does not need to be preserved after a power outage or camera restart consider using a
RAM disk to store data e.g. use the /tmp directory.

6. 
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If you are unsure whether all write buffers have been written to a storage device or whether your
application is flushing buffers correctly please examine the number of dirty memory buffers in use like
this:

root@mvblx:~# cat /proc/meminfo | grep Dirty
Dirty:                 0 kB

If this value is greater than 0 kB then it is necessary to issue a sync command or to wait for a
sufficient time (usually > 30 seconds!) before removing power, otherwise data loss is certain.

A reboot, halt or shutdown command implies a sync command.
umount of an external file system (e.g. USB device) will flush data for that device automatically.

11.7  X11

By default, the X window systems a.k.a. X-server is activated. To deactivate the server,

open console and1. 
type in

chmod -x /etc/init.d/psplash
chmod -x /etc/init.d/gpe-dm 

2. 

Reboot afterwards.3. 

To turn the X-server back on again by default

chmod +x /etc/init.d/psplash
chmod +x /etc/init.d/gpe-dm

Now reboot.

11.7.1  X11Forwarding

X window systems like Enlightenment support X windows forwarding to access the camera's desktop via
Linux or Windows PC's.

By default, the X11Forwarding is disabled.

To use this functionality, you have to

Edit the file /etc/ssh/sshd_config on the mvBlueLYNX-X.1. 
Change the line X11Forwarding no to read X11Forwarding yes2. 
Now create an empty authority file:
touch /home/root/.Xauthority

3. 

Restart the mvBlueLYNX-X and4. 
then login via ssh like this: (substituting the camera's IP address as appropriate):

ssh -X root@192.168.65.55

If you use this form then the data will be compressed using a fast Blowfish algorithm which might be
useful on a narrow bandwidth link:

ssh -X  -c blowfish root@192.168.65.55

5. 
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Now start the X application e.g. wxPropView or LiveSnapFLTK -sLX* -pMono86. 

mvBlueLYNX-X - XForwarding on Windows

11.8  FTP

By default, the mvBlueLYNX-X provides ftp connections with SSH encryption (pre-installed ipk package
openssh-sftp-server).

However, if you want to use another ftp server like vsftpd, you install the ipk package like this (with sensible
defaults):

opkg install vsftpd

The configuration file (with comments) will be found at /etc/vsftpd.conf. The new directories
/var/lib/ftp/ and /var/lib/ftp/in will be created and the server started. Full documentation of
the configuration options may be found at the vsftpd website.

11.9  CPU throttling policy

By default, when the camera is idle, the CPU frequency automatically steps down to 300 MHz. When the
CPU is heavily used, the CPU frequency will automatically increase in steps up to 1GHz.

If the performance of the camera is not a limiting factor and the small delay involved in the automatic
changeover of CPU frequency does not adversely affect your application we recommend leaving the default
CPU throttling scheme unchanged in order to save power and prolong the life of the components.

Otherwise, you may change the CPU throttling policy if your application requires a constant CPU frequency.
For this, you can use the CPU frequency widget in the toolbar on the desktop or you can use the following
commands in a terminal or console:

opkg install cpufrequtils
cpufreq-set -f 1GHz
cpufreq-set -g performance

Possible frequency values are 300MHz, 600MHz, 800MHz and 1GHz (or 1000MHz).

You can copy the above lines to a new file within the directory /etc/profile.d/ e.g.

echo "cpufreq-set -f 1000MHz" > /etc/profile.d/cpu-freq.sh
echo "cpufreq-set -g performance" >> /etc/profile.d/cpu-freq.sh
chmod +x /etc/profile.d/cpu-freq.sh

Now your camera will always run at 1GHz after booting.

If you are running performance tests or benchmarks don't forget to fix the CPU frequency to the
maximum of 1GHz before testing!

11.9.1  Green Automation!

The following table gives approximate power consumption values for a mvBlueLYNX-X100wG camera
when wxPropView is running, images are being captured and also displayed (i.e. at high CPU load). It
shows power consumption differences of up to approx. 0.6 W depending on the CPU frequency.
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Fixed CPU Frequency (MHz) Power Consumption (W)
300 2.64
600 2.88
800 3.00
1000 3.24

Power consumption is very dependent on the sensor type fitted. In general, CCD and sensors with a
larger resolution will need consume much more power than small, CMOS sensors.

11.10  Mounting Windows® Shares

To access shared resources on a Windows® PC you will need the cifs kernel module and the user space
application mount.cifs. Install them using the following commands:

opkg update
opkg install cifs kernel-module-cifs
modprobe cifs

Now you can mount a Windows® share e.g.

mount.cifs //triton/vision /mnt -o user=myuser,pass=mypass

In the example above //triton/vision is the name of the Windows® PC and shared resource and /mnt
is the mount point on the mvBlueLYNX-X. Username and password are given using the options shown
above. Please substitute your own values.

There are more options available e.g. you can also specify a Windows® domain name. To see more details
just type mount.cifs .

If you need to access your shared resource regularly it makes sense to load the kernel module automatically
after every new start. To do this, please enter the following comands (once only):

echo "cifs" > /etc/modutils/cifs
update-modules

Now cifs will be loaded every time after booting.

To make things more comfortable add a line like this to the file /etc/fstab on the camera. Here, the same
share, user name & password as in the example above are shown. Please substitute your own values.

//triton/vision  /mnt  cifs  noauto,user=myuser,pass=mypass,_netdev   0  0

Now you can mount your shared resource at any time like this:

mount /mnt

At the moment automatic mounting of network resources will not work since the network is initialized
too late. We hope to provide a solution to this problem soon. For the same reason it is necessary to
unmount your network resources before rebooting the camera i.e. issue the umount /mnt command.
If you do not do this then a reboot will only proceed after a timeout of several minutes.
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11.11  Mounting USB Sticks

USB sticks will normally be mounted automatically after you connect them to the camera. In order to identify
different USB sticks Ångström will choose the mount point automatically according to the volume label of the
USB stick. For example, if you have a USB stick manufactured by SanDisk it may well be supplied with a
volume label SANDISK. In this case the data on the stick can be accessed from the camera in the directory
/media/SANDISK. A stick without a volume label will be found at /media/disk. If the subdirectory of
/media already exists (e.g. because a USB stick has already been inserted and you wish to insert a second
stick with the same volume label or a stick has more than one partition on it) then a number will be
automatically added to the name of the new directory e.g. /media/SANDISK-1 or /media/disk-1.

If camera users are likely to use different USB sticks with unknown volume labels thereby making it difficult
for software on the camera to identify the directory containing the stick's data then it is possible to override
this behaviour by adding a new hal XML file called
/etc/hal//etc/hal/fdi/policy/50-usbstorage.fdi and containing exactly these lines:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <!-- -*- SGML -*- -->
<!-- find all removable, hotpluggable USB devices that contain a valid, 
        known filesystem and force the volume's label to a be a known 
        name - this will determine the mountpoint under /media
     MATRIX VISION / GRA 12.12.2011
  -->
<deviceinfo version="0.2">
  <device>
    <match key="@block.storage_device:storage.bus" string="usb">
      <match key="@block.storage_device:storage.hotpluggable" bool="true">
        <match key="@block.storage_device:storage.removable" bool="true">
          <match key="volume.fsusage" string="filesystem">
            <merge key="volume.label" type="string">usbmem</merge>
          </match>
        </match>
      </match>
    </match>
  </device>
</deviceinfo>

In addition please add the following line to the end of file /etc/udev/mount.blacklist if it does not
already exist:

/dev/sd*

Now any USB sticks will always be found at /media/usbmem , /media/usbmem1, ... You may, of
course, choose a different default name by altering the XML file shown above.

11.12  Application Desktop Files

To create a desktop file for an application click on the desktop and select: Settings -> All -> Apps -> New
Application or
Settings -> Settings Panel then Apps -> New Application
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Figure 51: Application Menu

Here you can enter the details for any application, choose an icon etc. Applications entered here can be added
to menus or used as autostart applications (see below).

Desktop files will be stored in the directory /usr/share/applications and have the file
extension .desktop . Use the file wxPropView.desktop as a good example for the entries required if you
would like to create or edit a *.desktop file by hand.

11.13  Autostart Applications

11.13.1  GUI Applications

The Enlightenment GUI provides a mechanism for starting an application automatically as soon as the
desktop runs. Click on the desktop and select Settings -> All -> Apps -> Startup Applications or
Settings -> Settings Panel then Apps -> Startup Applications
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Figure 52: Autostart Application Menu

Here you can add any known applications (i,e, those with *.desktop files, see above) and also determine their
order.

The list of autostart applications is stored in the file
/home/root/.e/e/applications/startup/.order, which will be created by the GUI.
You can also create and edit this file yourself.

11.13.2  Console Applications

You can, of course, start a console application by using the Enlightenment GUI method described above.
However, if you want to start a console application (i.e. an application that does not need the GUI) earlier or
at a specific point in the boot-up sequence then you can use the standard Linux/Ubuntu/Debian way: write a
start-up script e.g. /etc/init.d/myapp. Then put a symbolic link to this script in one of the /etc/rc*.d/ directories,
depending on where in the sequence you want the program to start.

e.g.

Create an executable script called /etc/init.d/myip.sh. Assume it looks like this:

/sbin/ifconfig eth0 > /tmp/myip.txt

1. 

Now create a symbolic link like this:

cd /etc/rc5.d
ln -s ../init.d/myip.sh S51myip

2. 

This will call the script just once after booting but after the network has been set up. It will create a temporary
file called /tmp/myip.txt containing the camera's IP address.

The exact position of the script in relation to other services that are being started e.g. networking can be
chosen by the number used. In this case S51 means that the script will be started after all scripts with a
lower number and before all scripts with a higher number in the same directory.
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12  First Start

12.1  Requirements

Starting the mvBlueLYNX-X for the first time, at least following things are required:

mvBlueLYNX-X1. 
Mouse (USB 2.0)2. 
Analog VGA compliant monitor3. 
Custom specific 12..24 V power supply (specification of the power supply: 12V, 2.5A ± 5% or 24V,
1,25A, ± 5%)

4. 

Custom specific VGA cable5. 

MATRIX VISION recommends the following equipment for the best point of beginning:

Analog VGA compliant monitor [connected to 6.]1. 
Mouse (USB 2.0) [connected to 4.]2. 
Keyboard (USB 2.0) [connected to 4.]3. 
Powered USB 2.0 hub [connected to 6.]4. 
MV-X I/O-BOX (for testing digital I/Os, connecting digital I/Os, etc. including connection cable)
[connected to 7.]

5. 

VGA and USB "Y" cable (KS-BLX-VGA-USB 01.0) [connected to 7.]6. 
mvBlueLYNX-X7. 
Power supply with digital I/O on separate cable (MV-DC1201 BLX IO) [connected to 5.]8. 

Figure 53: wxPropView - Device setting start procedure

The main USB host port is restricted to true USB 2.0 devices only. To connect a mouse or keyboard
you must use a powered USB 2.0 hub or connect the mouse to the second USB port (OTG port) in host
mode with an adapter. The mini-USB "A" plug tells the mvBlueLYNX-X to work in host mode. Use a
USB-OTG type "A" adapter (Hama type numbers: 00041848 or 00074214) e.g.
http://www.amazon.co.uk/OTG-Cable-Adapter-plug-Socket/dp/B000EORX7U .
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The mvBlueLYNX-X has been pre-configured at a resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels @ 60 Hz. Almost
all standard computer monitors will support this video signal. Other resolutions are possible. See VGA
resolution for more details.

The following description relates to the MATRIX VISION's recommended equipment.

12.2  Connecting the camera

Connect VGA and USB "Y" cable to the mvBlueLYNX-X.1. 
Connect an USB 2.0 hub to the USB end of the VGA and USB "Y" cable.2. 
Connect a mouse and a keyboard to the USB 2.0 hub.3. 
Connect an analog VGA compliant monitor to the VGA end of the VGA and USB "Y" cable.4. 
Then, apply power by connecting the power supply.5. 

Now, the mvBlueLYNX-X will boot-up.

After a few seconds, the Power/Status LED will turn on orange. This means that the Bootloader has
been started and the FPGA loaded.

1. 

After a few more seconds the Power/Status LED will turn green indicating that Linux is starting.2. 
After around 25 seconds you may see an image of the camera followed by an Ångström logo and,
eventually, the Enlightenment desktop. This means the camera is ready. The Power/Status LED
should remain green.

3. 

From firmware FW1.5 onwards: In the unlikely event that the Power/Status LED starts to flash red
it is an indication of a mismatch between the FPGA version and the installed software. The camera
may still work correctly but you should ensure that the firmware has been updated correctly. If in
doubt please contact MATRIX VISION support about this error.

4. 

If the camera is powered down in a controlled manner e.g. using the command halt or selecting the
menu System->Power Off with the mouse in the graphical desktop the Power/Status LED will
turn red when the operating system is no longer active. The power may then be safely removed from
the camera.

12.3  First Look at the Linux OS

After booting, you will see the following start window:
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Figure 54: mvBlueLYNX-X OS - start window

For 10 seconds, you will see the current IP address of the mvBlueLYNX-X. You can use this IP
address to connect to the mvBlueLYNX-X remotely using a VNC viewer. Working remotely, you will
not need an analog VGA monitor, USB keyboard and USB mouse anymore. Via console you can start
the application like this: showip -i eth0 -t 10, where -t is the time in seconds.

On the top right, you will see the partitions of the Linux OS. If you add storage devices like a USB stick or a
µSD card, these will also be displayed on the top right of the screen.

On the bottom, you will see the toolbar shelf of the Linux OS:

Figure 55: mvBlueLYNX-X OS - toolbar shelf

The toolbar offers several sections:

4x Virtual Desktops - a single click to one of the windows will change the desktop.1. 
File Browser2. 
System Info - shows information about the Linux OS, network environment, hardrware, storage, etc.3. 
CPU speed - shows the current CPU speed (either 300 MHz, 600 MHz, 800 MHz, or 1 GHz)4. 
Time5. 

For example, if you click on the System Info icon and afterwards on the Networks tab, you can see the current
network information like the IP address of the mvBlueLYNX-X:
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Figure 56: mvBlueLYNX-X OS - network status

12.4  First Image from the Camera

We intend to make the camera sensor fully functional in a future software update. At the moment it is possible
to start the application wxPropView via the Favorite Applications menu (left-click with the mouse anywhere
on the desktop). Click on wxPropView. The application will start.

Then, select the mvBlueLYNX-X device (serial number LX.....) and click Use.1. 
Now, select the Acquisition Mode e.g. SingleFrame.2. 
Afterwards, you can acquire images via Acquire.3. 
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Figure 57: mvBlueLYNX-X OS - wxPropView

If you are using a camera with a high resolution sensor and particularly if it is a color sensor you will notice
that wxPropView will show live images at a rate much slower than expected. This is due to the complexity of
converting and displaying large amount of image data on such a small machine. wxPropView will attempt to
continue working by displaying only as fast as it can whilst capturing data more quickly. Of course, this
means that the CPU will be running at aits maximum rate and may make using other software on the camera
difficult. In order to see faster live images please consider one or more of the following suggestions:

Use an AOI to reduce the area shown to that part of the image which interests you.1. 
Turn off the Fit to Screen function (right-click on the live image to get the menu) so that no software
scaling of the display takes place.

2. 

Try reducing the input format from 12bpp to 10bpp or to 8 bpp. You probably will not see the
difference with live images.

3. 

If color information is unimportant for the live image then choose a raw data output format. With a
color sensor you will then see a gray image with the typical Bayer mosaic pattern of gray dots
superimposed. Never the less, you should still be able to adjust gain, exposure, focus etc.

4. 

Try restricting the maximum frame rate using one of the GenICam properties: Setting -> Base ->
Camera -> GenICam -> Acquisition Control -> Acquisition Frame Rate . Here you can change the
default of 1000 fps to a much lower value.

5. 

If you are still having problems using wxPropView please use SingleFrame mode.6. 
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To see the true maximum rate of data acquisition turn off the display in wxPropView completely. You will
notice that the camera is able to capture vast amounts of data at a very high rate with very little CPU load - it
is the display which costs CPU power.

12.4.1  Settings behavior during startup

Settings contain all the parameters that are needed to prepare and program the device for the image capture.
Every image can be captured with completely different set of parameters. In almost every case, these
parameters are accessible via a property offered by the device driver. A setting e.g. might contain

the gain to be applied to the analog to digital conversion process for analog video sources or• 
the AOI to be captured from the incoming image data.• 

So for the user a setting is the one an only place where all the necessary modifications can be applied to
achieve the desired form of data acquisition.

Now, whenever a device is opened, the driver will execute following procedure:

Figure 58: wxPropView - Device setting start procedure

Each setting location step in the figure from above internally contains to search steps. First the
framework will try to locate a setting in the current local directory.

Whenever storing a product specific setting, the device specific setting of the device used for storing
will be deleted (if existing). So when the user is currently working with a device LX000001 belonging
to the product group mvBlueLYNX-X and there is a setting exclusively for this device storing a
product specific setting now will automatically delete the setting for LX000001. Otherwise a product
specific setting would never be loaded as a device specific setting will always be found first.

That the very same thing will also happen when opening a device from any other application!
wxPropView does not behave in a special way but only acts as an arbitrary user application.
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Whenever storing a device family specific setting, the device specific or product specific setting of the
device used for storing will be deleted (if existing). See above to find out why.

XML files are the only setting formats understood by the driver framework thus here the driver will
also look for them at startup. The device specific setting will be an XML file with the serial number of
the device as the file name, the product specific setting will be an XML file with the product string as
the filename, the device family specific setting will be an XML file with the device family name as the
file name. All other XML files containing settings will be ignored!

Restoring of settings previously stored works in a similar way. After a device has been opened the settings
will be loaded automatically as described above.

All the information about storing and restoring of settings that have been given so far will bind settings for a
certain device to a certain computer or file. So the same device connected to a different system might work
with different settings. GenICam compliant devices also offer a way to permanently store and restore settings
inside the device. To find out more about this mechnism please have a look at the latest SFNC document in
the User Set Control section.

A detailed description of the individual properties offered by a device will not be provided here but can
be found in the C++ API reference (mvIMPACT_Acquire_API_CPP_manual.chm), where descriptions
for all properties relevant for the user (grouped together in classes sorted by topic) can be found.
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13  Application Installation and Usage

13.1  Introduction

For updating and upgrading software on the mvBlueLYNX-X, MATRIX VISION uses Opkg, a lightweight
package management system based on Ipkg. Applications, tools, etc. are available as .ipk files (packages) in
a customer feed published online on the MATRIX VISION website. It is possible to create your own feed,
however, we recommend the stable customer feed on our website.

By default, the Opkg configuration files are set to this stable feed on our website:

http://beta.matrix-vision.com/mvblx-feed/stable/.• 

13.1.1  Changing the feed location

To change the feed the mvBlueLYNX-X should use, you have to set the config files in the /etc/opkg/
folder:

matrix@mvblx:~$ ls -l /etc/opkg/
total 40

-rw-r--r-- 1 root root  151 Jul  5 08:08 arch.conf
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root   82 Aug 11 13:35 base-feed.conf
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root   92 Aug 11 13:34 mvblx-feed.conf
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root   77 Aug 11 13:35 noarch-feed.conf
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 1090 Aug 11 13:30 opkg.conf

arch.conf contains details about the different ARM packages and should not be changed.• 
opkg.conf contains the configuration of the update program opkg and it is not necessary to change
the file.

• 

All other files like

base-feed.conf (URL to the general armv7a packages)• 
mvblx-feed.conf (URL to the mvBlueLYNX-X specific packages like bootloader, kernel,
MATRIX VISION software)

• 

noarch-feed.conf (URL for other packages, which are not ARM specific)• 
...• 

have to be changed to the new feed.

Example:

matrix@mvblx:/etc/opkg# cat base-feed.conf 
src/gz base http://beta.matrix-vision.com/mvblx-feed/stable/ipk/glibc/armv7a/base

13.1.2  Using a Proxy

If your camera can only reach the Internet through a proxy then you will need to set up the proxy details on
the camera before being able to update directly from the MATRIX VISION stable feed. The following step is
not necessary if you have a transparent proxy or none at all.

Edit the file /etc/opkg/opkg.conf using your favourite editor e.g. vi or the installed graphical
editor gedit.

1. 
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Search for the commented lines shown below. Uncomment the first two option lines only and enter
the relevant proxy information for your network.

2. 

Leave all other lines in this file unchanged.3. 

...

...
# Proxy Support
#option http_proxy http://proxy.tld:3128
#option ftp_proxy http://proxy.tld:3128
#option proxy_username <username>
#option proxy_password <password>
...
...

The two options proxy_username and proxy_password should not be used even if your proxy requires
this information. Instead, write it as part of the URL in http_proxy and/or ftp_proxy http.

For example: if your proxy user name is myusername and your password is mypassword and your proxy
is using port 3128 on the server http://proxy.mycompany.com then you will need to enter the
following lines in the file /etc/opkg/opkg.conf, leaving the options proxy_username and
proxy_password untouched as comments or deleting them completely.

...

...
# Proxy Support
option http_proxy http://myusername:mypassword@proxy.mycompany.com:3128
option ftp_proxy http://myusername:mypassword@proxy.mycompany.com:3128
#option proxy_username <username>
#option proxy_password <password>
...
...

13.2  Working with ipks

13.2.1  Updating the mvBlueLYNX-X

Please follow these steps to update the mvBlueLYNX-X:

The mvBlueLYNX-X should have access to the internet, if you want to use MATRIX VISION's stable
feed. You may have to set up proxy details as described above.

Open a terminal window.1. 
Enter following line in the window:
opkg update

2. 

Followed by:
opkg upgrade

3. 

Ensure all new files have been written to the SD card:
sync

4. 

It may be necessary to restart the camera (see below):
reboot

5. 

If access to the stable feed from the camera is not possible then you will have to download individual ipks
using the browser on a PC and then transfer them to the camera individually. In this case you may have to
transfer all dependent ipks too but you will not know which ipks are needed until you try to install the new
package. opkg will tell you which other packages are needed.
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13.2.1.1  Restarting the camera

When installing new applications or libraries or updating pre-installed software it is usually not necessary to
reboot the camera. Exceptions to this rule include:

Software that runs as a service daemon in the background (like sshd)• 
New Linux kernel images and kernel modules• 
New FPGA firmware• 

If it is not clear whether a restart is needed then it is always a good idea to restart the camera in a controlled
way to be sure. If the update or install procedure (see above) appears to have succeeded then please type these
commands to restart the camera:

sync1. 
reboot2. 

13.2.2  Installing single applications

To install an application, there's the command install. E.g.:

opkg install gpe-scap

If the .ipk package is already on the system, you have to add the complete path of the file or change into the
directory, and you also have to add the file suffix:

opkg install [PATH/]gpe-scap.ipk

13.2.3  Removing single applications

To remove an application, there's the command remove. E.g.:

opkg remove gpe-scap

13.2.4  Listing packages

To all installed packages use the command list. E.g.:

opkg list

13.3  Preinstalled Packages

The mvBlueLYNX-X comes with many preinstalled packages containing the Linux%R% kernel, libraries and
applications. The full list of installed packages can be seen by using the list mentioned above.

13.3.1  mvIMPACT Acquire Packages

In order for the mvBlueLYNX-X to work as a camera a number of preinstalled packages are essential. Whilst
these may be updated to newer versions, they should never be uninstalled completely.

There are also a number of optional packages relating to mvIMPACT Acquire. Here is a summary of essential
and optional mvIMPACT Acquire packages.
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13.3.1.1  Essential Packages

The following packages are pre-installed on the mvBueLYNX-X and are necessary for correct operation of
mvIMPACT Acquire on the camera:

libmvPropHandling• 
libmvDeviceManager• 
libmvGenTLConsumer (old name: libmvBlueCOUGAR for firmware before FW1.5)• 
libmvGenTLProducer (old name: mvTLIClientGigE for firmware before FW1.5)• 
genicam• 
mv-camera-modules• 
mv-sensor-modules• 

13.3.1.2  Installed, Optional Packages

The following packages and their dependencies are pre-installed on the mvBueLYNX-X and are necessary for
correct operation of the mvIMPACT Acquire sample applications on the camera. They may be removed if the
applications are not needed:

wxPropView• 
libwxPropGrid• 
LiveSnapFLTK• 
mvimpact-acquire-apps• 

13.3.1.3  Optional Packages

The following packages are not pre-installed on the mvBueLYNX-X and are only needed for additional
functions or devices:

libmvBlueFOX• 
libmvVirtualDevice• 
libmvV4L• 

This package and its dependencies (e.g. mono) are not pre-installed on the mvBueLYNX-X and are only
needed when using the mvIMPACT Acquire .NET wrapper:

mvimpact-acquire-dotnet• 

This package is not pre-installed and contains mvIMPACT Acquire .NET wrapper sample applications:

mvimpact-acquire-dotnet-apps• 

13.4  Main Applications

13.4.1  wxPropView

wxPropView is an interactive GUI tool to acquire images and to configure the device and to display and
modify the device properties of MATRIX VISION GmbH hardware.

It is possible to start the wxPropView via the Favorite Applications menu (left-click with the mouse anywhere
on the desktop) or with right-click on the desktop directly. Click on wxPropView. The application will then
start.
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wxPropView - Introduction

To explain the features in the webcasts, other products then mvBlueLYNX-X were used. However,
wxPropView is a tool for all MATRIX VISION hardware, for this reason the explained workflows are
suitable to mvBlueLYNX-X.

13.4.1.1  How to work with wxPropView

wxPropView - Working with wxPropView
After starting wxPropView you will see the following window:

Figure 59: wxPropView started

wxPropView consists of several areas:

Menu Bar
(to work with wxPropView using the menu)

• 

Upper Tool Bar
(to select and initialize a device, acquire images, play a recorder sequence)

• 

Left Tool Bar
(to hide and show parts of the GUI)

• 
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Status Tool Bar• 
Main Window with

Grid
(tree control with the device settings accessible by the user)

♦ 

Display
(for the acquired images)

♦ 

Analysis
(information about whole images or an AOI)

♦ 

• 

By clicking on F1 you will get the HELP dialog.

Now, you can initialize a device by

selecting it in the drop down list in the Upper Tool Bar and• 
clicking on Use.• 

After having successfully initialized a device the tree control in the lower left part of the Main Window will
display the properties (settings or parameters) accessible by the user.

You've also got the possiblity to set your User Experience. According to the chosen experience, the level of
visibility is different:

Beginner (basic camera settings/properties are visible)• 
Expert (e.g. all advanced image processing are visible)• 
Guru (all settings/properties are visible)• 

Properties displayed in light grey cannot be modified by the user. Only the properties, which actually have an
impact on the resulting image, will be visible. Therefore, certain properties might appear or disappear when
modifying another properties.

To permanently commit a modification made with the keyboard the ENTER must be pressed. If leaving the
editor before pressing ENTER will restore the old value.

13.4.1.1.1  Storing and restoring settings

When wxPropView is started for the first time, the values of properties set to their default values will be
displayed in green to indicate that these values have not been modified by the user so far. Modified properties
(even if the value is the same as the default) will be displayed in black.

Figure 60: wxPropView - Storing settings

Settings can be stored in several ways (via the Menu Bar: Action -> Capture Settings -> Save):

As Default Settings For All Devices Belonging To The Same Family (Per User Only): As the start-up
parameters for every device belonging to the same family (e.g. mvBlueCOUGAR-X,

• 
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mvBlueCOUGAR-XD).
As Default Settings For All Devices Belonging To The Same Family And Product Type: As the
start-up parameters for every device belonging to the same family and product type (e.g.
mvBlueCOUGAR-X).

• 

As Default Settings For This Device(Serial Number): As the start-up parameters for this device.• 
To A File: As an XML file that can be used e.g. to transport a setting from one machine to another or
even to use the settings configured for one platform on another (Windows <-> Linux).

• 

During the startup of a device, all these setting possibilities show different behaviors. The differences are
described in chapter Settings behavior during startup

Restoring of settings previously stored works in a similar way. After a device has been opened the settings
will be loaded automatically as described in Settings behavior during startup.

However, at runtime the user can decide to

explicitly load the device family specific settings stored on this machine (in e.g. wxPropView select
in the Menu Bar: Action -> Capture Settings -> Load -> From The Default Settings Location For
This Devices Family (Per User Only))

• 

explicitly load the product specific settings stored on this machine (in e.g. wxPropView select in the
Menu Bar: Action -> Capture Settings -> Load -> From The Default Settings Location For This
Devices Family And Product Type)

• 

explicitly load the device specific settings stored on this machine (in e.g. wxPropView select in the
Menu Bar: Action -> Capture Settings -> Load -> From The Default Settings Location For This
Device(Serial Number))

• 

explicitly load device family specific settings from a XML file previously created in e.g. wxPropView
select in the Menu Bar: Action -> Capture Settings -> Load -> From A File

• 

Figure 61: wxPropView - Retoring settings

13.4.1.1.2  Properties

All properties and functions can be displayed in the list control on the lower left side of the dialog. To modify
the value of a property select the edit control right of the properties name. Property values, which refer to the
default value of the device, are displayed in green. A property value once modified by the user will be
displayed in black (even if the value itself has not changed). To restore its default value of a single property

right click on the name of the property and• 
select Restore default.• 

This will also work if you want to restore the default value for a complete list (which might include sub-lists).
In this case a popup window will be opened and you have to confirm again.
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Figure 62: wxPropView - Restore the default value of a property

13.4.1.1.3  Methods

Method appears as entries in the tree control as well. However, their name and behavior differs significantly
from the behavior of properties. The names of method objects will appear in 'C' syntax like e.g. "int function(
char*, int )". This will specific a function returning an integer value and expecting a string and an integer as
input parameters. To execute a method object

right click on the name of a method and• 
select Execute from the popup menu:• 

Figure 63: wxPropView - Calling a method object

Parameters can be passed to methods by selecting the edit control left of a method object. Separate the
parameters by blanks. So to call a function expecting a string and an integer value you e.g. might enter
testString 0 into the edit control left of the method.

The return value (in almost every case an error code as an integer) will be displayed in the lower right corner
of the tree control. The values displayed here directly correspond the error codes defined in the interface
reference and therefore will be of type TDMR_ERROR or TPROPHANDLING_ERROR.

13.4.1.1.4  Copy grid data to the clipboard

Since wxPropView version 1.11.0 it is possible to copy analysis data to the clipboard. The data will be copied
in CSV style thus can be pasted directly into tools like Open Office™ or Microsoft® Office™. Just

right-click on the specific analysis grid when in numerical display mode and• 
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select Copy grid to clipboard from the pop up menu.• 

Figure 64: wxPropView - Copying grid_data to the clipboard

13.4.1.1.5  Import and Export images

wxPropView offers a wide range of image formats that can be used for exporting captured image to a file.
Some formats e.g. like packed YUV 4:2:2 with 10 bit per component are rather special thus they can't be
stored into a file like e.g. offered by the BMP file header. When a file is stored in a format, that does not
support this data type wxPropView will convert this image into something that matches the original image
format as close as possible. This, however, can result in the loss of data. In order to allow the storage of the
complete information contained in a captured image wxPropView allows to store the data in a raw format as
well. This file format will just contain a binary dump of the image with no leader or header information.
However, the file name will automatically be extendended by informations about the image to allow the
restoring of the data at a later time.

All image formats, that can be exported can also be imported again. Importing a file can be done in 3 different
ways:

via the menu (via the Menu Bar: Action -> Load image...)1. 
by dragging an image file into an image display within wxPropView2. 
by starting wxPropView from the command line passing the file to open as a command line parameter
(under Windows® e.g. wxPropView.exe MyImage.png followed by [ENTER])

3. 

When importing a "*.raw" image file a small dialog will pop up allowing the user to define the dimensions
and the pixel format of the image. When the file name has been generated using the image storage function
offered by wxPropView, the file name will be passed and the extracted information will automatically be set
in the dialog thus the user simply needs to confirm this information is correct.

13.4.1.1.6  Bit-shifting an image

wxPropView shows snapped or live images in the display area of the GUI. The area, however, shows the most
significant bits (msb) of the image in the 8 bit display.

The following image shows how a mid-grey 12 bit pixel of an image is displayed with 8 bit. Additionally, two
shifts are shown.
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Figure 65: Mid-grey 12 bit pixel image and 8 bit display with 2 example shifts

In this particular case, the pixel will be brighter (as the most significant bits are 1’s). Perhaps you already
recognized it. Each shift means that each pixel value is multiplied or divided by 2 according to the direction.

Anyway, there is one restriction in the 8 bit display:

If the pixel value is greater than 255, the pixel value will be clipped to 255. To describe this from a
programmer’s view; \c a represents the pixel value:

a = ( a > 255 ) ? 255 : a 

With wxPropView you can shift the bits in the display using the left and right arrow keys. Furthermore you
can turn on the monitor display to compare the images synchronously.

wxPropView - Bit-shifting an Image

13.4.1.2  How to configure a device

As described above, after the device has been initialized successfully in the "Grid" area of the GUI the
available interface layout properties are displayed in a hierarchy tree. GenICam is the default interface
layout of the mvBlueLYNX-X and we recommend to use it!

wxPropView - Configuring a device

13.4.1.2.1  How to see the first image

As described earlier, for each recognized device in the system the devices serial number will appear in the
drop down menu in the upper left corner of the Upper Tool Bar. When this is the first time you start the
application after the system has been booted this might take some seconds. Once you have selected the device
of your choice from the drop down menu click on the Use button to open it.

For color sensors, it is recommended to perform a white balance calibration before acquiring images.
This will improve the quality of the resulting images significantly.

Now, you can capture images, just

select an Acquisition Mode e.g. SingleFrame and• 
click the Acquire button.• 
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Three different acquisition modes are available:

Continuous ("Live Mode")1. 
MultiFrame ("Number of Single Snaps")2. 
SingleFrame ("Single Snap")3. 

The frame rate depends on

the camera,• 
the pixel clock of the sensor and• 
the Acquisition Frame Rate.• 

If you want to have a fixed frame rate using the Continuous mode, GenICam offers the property Setting ->
Base -> Camera -> GenICam -> Acquisition Control -> Acquisition Frame Rate (from 5 fps to maximum of
the camera in 0.1 increments). Just adapt this property to your needs.

Alternatively, if you need frame rates below 5 fps, you can use Timers. In the use case Synchronized
acquisitions using timers, for example, a frame rate of 1 fps is generated.rate of 1 fps.

13.4.1.2.2  White balance of a camera device (color version)

Start the wxPropView and initialize the device by clicking Use and start a Continuous acquisition.

Figure 66: wxPropView - Continuous mode

While using a color version of the camera, the PC will calculate a color image from the original gray Bayer
mosaic data. For getting correct colors when working with a Bayer mosaic filter you have to calibrate the
white balance (this must be performed every time the lighting conditions change).

The wxPropView offers predefined settings for e.g.

Daylight,• 
TungstenLamp,• 
HalogenLamp,• 
FluorescentLamp and many more.• 

Simply select the necessary item in the menu Setting -> Base -> ImageProcessing -> WhiteBalance.

If you need a user defined setting, you can also define own ones. For this, select a profile (e.g. User1) for this
setting:
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Figure 67: wxPropView - Selecting WhiteBalance profile

Figure 68: wxPropView - WhiteBalanceCalibration
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Figure 69: wxPropView - White balance summary

13.4.1.2.2.1  White balance with pixel format YUV422Packed?

With pixel format YUV422Packed the debayering is hardware based. For this reason a host-based white
balancing as described above is not possible. In this case you have to adjust the settings of mv OMAP
Preview Config:

Figure 70: wxPropView - White balance with pixel format YUV422Packed?

13.4.1.2.3  Configuring different trigger modes

To configure a device for a triggered acquisition in wxPropView the property Setting -> Base -> Camera ->
GenICam -> Acquisition Control -> Trigger Selector.

The supported trigger modes of each sensor are described in the sensor data chapter.
All trigger modes are defined by an enumeration:
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TCameraTriggerMode and TCameraTriggerSource (Please have a look at the API manual for
more details: mvIMPACT_Acquire_API_CPP_manual.chm (C++))

• 

13.4.1.2.4  Testing the digital inputs

For performance reasons, device drivers will not automatically update their digital input properties if nobody
is interested in the current state. Therefore, in order to check the current state of a certain digital input, it is
necessary to manually refresh the state of the properties. To do this please right-click on the property you are
interested in and select Force Refresh from the pop-up menu.

Some devices might also offer an event notification if a certain digital input changed its state. This event can
then be enabled

via the EventSelector in Setting -> Base -> Camera -> GenICam -> Event Control.• 
Afterwards, a callback can be registered by right-clicking on the property you are interested in again.• 
Now, select Attach Callback from the pop-up menu and switch to the Output tab in the lower right
section of wxPropView (Analysis tabs).

• 

Whenever an event is send by the device that updates one of the properties a callback has been attached to, the
output window will print a message with some information about the detected change.

Figure 71: wxPropView - Call refresh

13.4.1.2.5  Saving user settings in the non-volatile flash memory

The mvBlueLYNX-X camera offers the possiblity, to save up to 4 user sets in the camera's flash memory
directly. This means that all camera specific settings you've adjusted via wxPropView can be saved in a
non-volatile memory.

Example: You have connected a flash via exposure out of the camera and you want to avoid an overload of
the flash by maloperation, you can save a suitable shutter time, with which the camera will start.
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To save your specific settings, set your properties in the Setting -> Camera -> GenICam section of
wxPropView. Then, select in User Set Control your user set with the User Set Selector, for example UserSet1.
Afterwards, save the user set with int UserSetSave(). Finally, if you want that the camera starts with a specific
user set (after power up), you have to select it with the User Set Default Selector (Deprecated). The User Set
Default Selector will be replaced by User Set Default.

Figure 72: wxPropView - User set control

A firmware update will delete all saved register settings!
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14  GenICam and Advanced Features

14.1  Introduction

The GenICam interface layout - the standard interface layout of the mvBlueLYNX-X - allows the most
flexible access to the features of the mvBlueLYNX-X. By default the

In wxPropView, you can see all GenICam controls of the device in Setting -> Base -> Camera -> GenICam:

Figure 73: wxPropView - GenICam controls

As you can see, there are some controls with and without the prefix mv.

mv prefix features are unique non-standard features developed by MATRIX VISION.• 
Without mv are standard features as known from the Standard Feature Naming Convention of
GenICam properties (SFNC).

• 

All those features are "camera based / device based" features which can also be accessed using the camera
with other GenICam / GigE Vision compliant third-party software.
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Do not mix up the camera based / device based features with the features available in Setting -> Base
-> Image Processing. Theses features are driver based features which are processed by the software
and therefore need CPU load.

14.1.1  Device Control

The "Device Control" contains the features like

Feature name (acc.
to SFNC)

Property name
(acc. to

mvIMPACT
Acquire)

Description

DeviceClockSelector deviceClockSelector Selects the clock frequency to access from the device

DeviceScanType deviceScanType Scan type of the sensor of the device.

etc.
related to the device and its sensor.

MATRIX VISION offers also some information properties about the

mvDeviceSensorName• 
mvDeviceSensorColorMode• 

14.1.2  Image Format Control

The "Image Format Control" contains features like

Feature name (acc. to
SFNC)

Property name (acc.
to mvIMPACT

Acquire)

Description

SensorWidth sensorWidth Effective width of the sensor in pixels.

SensorHeight sensorHeight Effective height of the sensor in pixels.

Width width Width of the image provided by the device (in pixels).

Height height Height of the image provided by the device (in pixels).

BinningHorizontal,
BinningVertical

binningHorizontal,
binningVertical

Number of horizontal/vertical photo-sensitive cells to
combine together.

DecimationHorizontal,
DecimationVertical

decimationHorizontal,
decimationVertical

Sub-sampling of the image. This reduces the resolution
(width) of the image by the specified decimation factor.

TestImageSelector testImageSelector Selects the type of test image that is sent by the device.

etc.
related to the format of the transmitted image.

14.1.3  Acquisition Control

The "Acquisition Control" contains features like

Feature name (acc. to SFNC) Property name (acc.
to mvIMPACT

Acquire)

Description
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AcquisitionMode acquisitionMode Sets the acquisition mode of the device. There are
different modes available with GenICam and
provides the opportunity that the camera sends

- exactly one image (SingleFrame),
- exactly the set number of frames (MultiFrame)
or
- it acquire live images (Continuous).

and can be used for asynchronously grabbing and
sending image(s). It works with internal and
external hardware trigger where the edge is
selectable. The external trigger uses
ImageRequestTimeout (ms) to time out.

AcquisitionStart acquisitionStart Starts the Acquisition of the device.

AcquisitionStop acquisitionStop Stops the Acquisition of the device at the end of
the current Frame.

AcquisitionAbort acquisitionAbort Aborts the Acquisition immediately.

AcquisitionFrameRate acquisitionFrameRate Controls the acquisition rate (in Hertz) at which
the frames are captured.

TriggerSelector triggerSelector Selects the type of trigger to configure.
A possible option is mvTimestampReset. The use
case about mvTimestampReset is available.

TriggerOverlap[TriggerSelector] triggerOverlap Specifies the type trigger overlap permitted with
the previous frame. TriggerOverlap is only
intented for external trigger (which is usually
non-overlapped: i.e. exposure and readout are
sequentially). This leads to minimal latency / jitter
between trigger and exposure.
However, the camera accepts a new trigger (the
exposure time earlier) before the end of the
transmission of the current image.
Max. frame rate in triggered mode
= frame rate of continuous mode
This, however, leads to higher latency / jitter
between trigger and exposure.
A trigger will be not latched if it occurs before this
moment (trigger is accurate in time).
See also: Principle of overlapped and pipelined
trigger

ExposureMode exposureMode Sets the operation mode of the Exposure (or
shutter).

ExposureTime exposureTime Sets the Exposure time (in microseconds) when
ExposureMode is Timed and ExposureAuto is Off.

ExposureAuto exposureAuto Sets the automatic exposure mode when
ExposureMode is Timed.

etc.
related to the image acquisition, including the triggering mode.

Additionally, MATRIX VISION offers numerous additional features like:
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mvSmearReduction
smear reduction in triggered and non-overlapped mode.

• 

14.1.4  Counter And Timer Control

The "Counter And Timer Control" is a powerful feature which MATRIX VISION customers already know
under the name Hardware Real-Time Controller (HRTC). mvBlueLYNX-X provides:

4 counters for counting events or external signals (compare number of triggers vs. number of frames;
overtrigger) and

• 

2 timers.• 

Counter and Timers can be used, for example,

for pulse width modulation (PWM) and1. 
to generate output signals of variable length, depending on conditions in camera.2. 

This achieves complete HRTC functionality which supports following applications:

frame rate by timer1. 
exposure by timer2. 
pulse width at input3. 

The "Counter And Timer Control" contains features like

Feature name (acc. to SFNC) Property name (acc. to
mvIMPACT Acquire)

Description

CounterSelector counterSelector Selects which Counter to configure.

CounterEventSource[CounterSelector] counterEventSource Selects the events that will be the
source to increment the Counter.

CounterEventActivation[CounterSelector] counterEventActivation Selects the Activation mode Event
Source signal.

etc.

TimerSelector timerSelector Selects which Timer to configure.

TimerDuration[TimerSelector] timerDuration Sets the duration (in microseconds) of
the Timer pulse.

TimerDelay[TimerSelector] timerDelay Sets the duration (in microseconds) of
the delay.

etc.
related to the usage of programmable counters and timers.

Because there are many ways to use this feature, the list of use cases is long and not finished yet:

External trigger by incremental encoder• 
Creating different exposure times for consecutive images• 
Synchronized acquisitions using timers• 
Generating a pulse width modulation (PWM)• 
Outputting a pulse at every other external trigger• 
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14.1.5  Analog Control

The "Analog Control" contains features like

Feature name (acc. to SFNC) Property name
(acc. to

mvIMPACT
Acquire)

Description

GainSelector gainSelector Selects which Gain is controlled by the various Gain
features.

Gain[GainSelector] gain Controls the selected gain as an absolute physical
value.

BlackLevelSelector blackLevelSelector Selects which Black Level is controlled by the
various Black Level features.

BlackLevel[BlackLevelSelector] blackLevel Controls the analog black level as an absolute
physical value.

related to the video signal conditioning in the analog domain.

14.1.6  Digital I/O Control

The "Digital I/O Control" contains features like

Feature name (acc. to
SFNC)

Property name (acc.
to mvIMPACT

Acquire)

Description

LineSelector fileSelector Selects the physical line (or pin) of the external device
connector to configure.

LineMode[!LineSelector] fileOperationSelector Controls if the physical Line is used to Input or Output a
signal.

UserOutputSelector fileOperationExecute Selects which bit of the User Output register will be set by
UserOutputValue.

etc.
related to the control of the general input and output pins of the device.

How you can test the digital inputs and outputs is described here. The use case Synchronized acquisitions
using timers is a further example which shows you how to work with digital inputs and outputs.

14.1.7  Transport Layer Control

The "Transport Layer Control" contains features like

Feature name
(acc. to
SFNC)

Property
name (acc. to
mvIMPACT

Acquire)

Description

PayloadSize payloadSize Provides the number of bytes transferred for each image or chunk on the
stream channel.

related to the Transport Layer Control.
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14.1.8  mv X Lamp Control

The "mv X Lamp Control" contains features like

Feature
name (acc.
to SFNC)

Property name (acc. to
mvIMPACT Acquire)

Description

mvXLampSource Is the "flash" signal. When it is high, all flash LEDs are
on which have been enabled.

mvXLampActivationSourceSelector Determines the activation source.

mvXLampLEDPairSelector Determines the LED pair. In this section you can set the
behavior of the specified LED pair.

related to the mv X Lamp Control.

The use case Controlling the mvXLamp using GenICam shows how you can work with the mvXLamp.

14.1.9  User Set Control

The "User Set Control" contains features like

Feature name (acc. to SFNC) Property name
(acc. to

mvIMPACT
Acquire)

Description

UserSetSelector userSetSelector Selects the feature User Set to load, save or configure.

UserSetLoad[UserSetSelector] userSetLoad Loads the User Set specified by UserSetSelector to the
device and makes it active.

UserSetSave[UserSetSelector] userSetSave Endianess of the device registers.

UserSetDefault userSetDefault Selects the feature User Set to load and make active when
the device is reset.

related to the User Set Control to save and load the user device settings.

The camera allows the storage of up to five configuration sets in the camera. This feature is similar to the
storing settins in the registry but this way in the camera. It is possible to stored

exposure,• 
gain,• 
AOI,• 
frame rate,• 
etc.• 

permanently. You can select, which user set comes up after hard reset.

The storage of user data in the registry can still override user set data!
Additionally, there is the property mvUserData. This string can be used to store arbitrary user data into the
device's non-volatile memory.
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15  mvBlueLYNX-X SDK

15.1  Introduction

The SDK contains the tool chain and the libraries and headers for development with MATRIX VISION
mvIMPACT Acquire. Also included are

FLTK,• 
wxWidgets.• 
and OpenCV• 

development files. Customers can install the SDK on a Linux PC and build applications for the
mvBlueLYNX-X with the SDK ("cross-compiling"). It is not necessary to install and use a full
OpenEmbedded build system.

However, these libraries are also available in IPK packages to be used on the mvBlueLYNX-X from our web
feed:

http://beta.matrix-vision.com/mvblx-feed/stable/ipk/glibc/armv7a/base/• 

15.2  Packages

The current packages are to be found on the mvBlueLYNX SDK DVD. There are two packages and they may
be used with most i686 or x86_64 Linux distributions.

angstrom-2010.7-test--i686-linux-armv7a-linux-gnueabitoolchain-mvia.tar.bz21. 
angstrom-2010.7-test--i686-linux-armv7a-linux-gnueabitoolchain-mvia-extras.tar.bz22. 

Normally the -extras package is not needed.

15.3  Installation

You will need a Linux PC running an up-to-date distribution (i.e. at least Ubuntu 10.10). You will need root
rights for the installation and at least 350 MB free space in /usr/local. The tool chain / SDK must be
installed in /usr/local or it will not work. Using a console window please execute the following
commands:

cd /
tar xvjf angstrom-2010.7-test-20110519-i686-linux-armv7a-linux-gnueabi-toolchain-mvia.tar.bz2

Now the tool chain is to be found in /usr/local/angstrom/. The compiler and other tools are to be
found in /usr/local/angstrom/arm/bin/.

E.g.

ls -l
/usr/local/angstrom/arm/bin/
total 17796
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root  483760 2011-02-26 01:28 arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-addr2line
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root  508172 2011-02-26 01:28 arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-ar
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root  886732 2011-02-26 01:28 arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-as
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root  483564 2011-02-26 01:28 arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-c++filt
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root  462711 2011-02-26 01:12 arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-cpp
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-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root  463191 2011-02-26 01:12 arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-g++
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root  457836 2011-02-26 01:12 arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-gcc
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root   17283 2011-02-26 01:12 arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-gccbug
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root   87246 2011-02-26 01:12 arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-gcov
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root 3269364 2011-02-26 00:25 arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-gdb
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root 3269368 2011-02-26 00:25 arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-gdbtui
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root  466087 2011-02-26 01:12 arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-gfortran
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root  545900 2011-02-26 01:28 arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-gprof
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root  885804 2011-02-26 01:28 arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-ld
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root  492264 2011-02-26 01:28 arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-nm
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root  636812 2011-02-26 01:28 arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-objcopy
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root  771564 2011-02-26 01:28 arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-objdump
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root  508208 2011-02-26 01:28 arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-ranlib
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root  257536 2011-02-26 01:28 arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-readelf
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root  740048 2011-02-26 00:25 arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-run
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root  483752 2011-02-26 01:28 arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-size
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root  483724 2011-02-26 01:28 arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-strings
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root  636812 2011-02-26 01:28 arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-strip
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root  281763 2011-02-26 00:07 i686-linux-libtool
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root  281763 2011-02-26 00:07 libtool
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root   68366 2011-02-26 00:07 libtoolize
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root   14376 2011-02-26 00:09 opkg-cl
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root    1671 2011-02-26 00:09 opkg-key
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root   91940 2011-02-26 00:12 pkg-config
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root    4524 2011-02-26 00:09 update-alternatives

In order to install the -extras package just follow the same procedure. The files will also be installed in
/usr/local/angstrom/.

15.4  Usage

15.4.1  Makefiles

Linux applications that are built using GNU-make can usually be "crosscompiled" for the mvBlueLYNX-X
without any great problems. Normally it is only necessary to ensure that a few environment variables contain
the name of the new compiler and that the directory mentioned above is part of the PATH variable.

export PATH=$PATH:/usr/local/angstrom/arm/bin/

You can now define a prefix in the Makefile...

#!/bin/make
...
...
CROSS_COMPILE=arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-
CC=$(CROSS_COMPILE)CC
CXX=$(CROSS_COMPILE)CXX
LD=$(CROSS_COMPILE)LD
AR=$(CROSS_COMPILE)AR
STRIP=$(CROSS_COMPILE)STRIP
...

Alternatively you could define these environment variables before calling make.

15.4.2  Copying files to the mvBlueLYNX-X

You can copy your files to the mvBlueLYNX-X

via network (e.g. with scp, or by using1. 
a USB stick or µSD card.2. 
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15.5  Eclipse

In order to build applications using Eclipse you can define the location and name of the tool chain directly in
Eclipse itself. There are a number of Eclipse projects to be found on the DVD which may be used as a starting
point.

Chapter Creating a new application (Hello World) describes how to enter the following settings in Eclipse.

15.5.1  Compiler Flags and Options

In order that user applications stay as compatible as possible to the preinstalled OpenEmbedded libraries,
you should try to use the same compiler flags and options that OpenEmbedded / Ångström uses. These are
the C / C++ used for the mvBlueLYNX-X, listed as they appear in Eclipse:

15.5.1.1  Cross G++ Compiler

-march=armv7-a -mtune=cortex-a8 -mfpu=neon -mfloat-abi=softfp

15.5.1.2  Optimization

-O2

15.5.1.3  Warnings

-Wall

15.5.1.4  Miscellaneous

-c -fmessage-length=0 -Wl,-rpath-link,/usr/local/angstrom/arm/arm-angstrom-linux-
gnueabi/usr/lib,--hash-style=gnu -mthumb-interwork -mno-thumb 
-isystem/usr/local/angstrom/arm/arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi/usr/include 
-fexpensive-optimizations -frename-registers -fomit-frame-pointer -fpermissive -fPIC

15.5.1.5  Linker

-L/usr/local/angstrom/arm/arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi/usr/lib

15.5.2  mvIMPACT Acquire

The include path for mvIMPACT Acquire is:

-I/usr/local/angstrom/arm/arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi/usr/include/mvimpact-acquire

15.5.2.1  Libraries

-lmvPropHandling -lmvDeviceManager

15.5.3  FLTK

For FLTK applications you can use fltk-config to find out the correct options and paths. e.g.
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15.5.3.1  Compiler

`/usr/local/angstrom/arm/arm-angstrom-linuxgnue-abi/usr/bin/fltk-config --cxxflags`

15.5.3.2  Linker

`/usr/local/angstrom/arm/arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi/usr/bin/fltk-config --ldflags`

15.5.4  wxWidgets

For wxWidgets applications you can use wx-config to find out the correct options and paths. e.g.

15.5.4.1  Compiler

`/usr/local/angstrom/arm/arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi/usr/bin/wx-config --cxxflags`

15.5.4.2  Linker

`/usr/local/angstrom/arm/arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi/usr/bin/wx-config --static=no --libs`
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16  mvBlueLYNX-X - LiveDVD and Virtual Machine

16.1  Introduction

Since the mvBlueLYNX-X has an Embedded Linux as its operating system, you will need to install a suitable
development environment based on Linux with all the software needed, like mvIMPACT Acquire, in order to
develop software applications. To simplify this procedure MATRIX VISION has created a LiveDVD based
on Ubuntu Linux operating system with all the necessary software pre-installed to start developing
immediately.

The LiveDVD can be used as the core of a Virtual Machine. In combination with a Virtual Machine it runs on
all host systems like

Windows®,• 
Linux®,• 
Apple Macintosh® or• 
Solaris®.• 

This chapter will explain,

How to setup a Virtual Machine image using VirtualBox together with the LiveDVD and• 
How to work with the Virtual Machine.• 

16.1.1  Requirements

To be able to setup and use the LiveDVD you will need at least:

Host PC running Windows®, Linux®, Apple Macintosh® or Solaris® operating system.• 

MATRIX VISION has only tested Windows® and Linux® PCs as a VirtualBox host.

Alternatively: a real PC to be used as a dual-boot system• 
In both cases...

2 GB RAM♦ 
8 GB free hard disk memory♦ 
A DVD drive♦ 

• 

mvBlueLYNX-X LiveDVD• 
VirtualBox platform. We recommend the version 4.1.6 or later (download via
https://www.virtualbox.org/wiki/Downloads).

• 

Other Virtual Machine platforms (like VMWare) may also be used but have not been tested and are not
described here.

16.1.2  LiveDVD Image Description

The base system of our LiveDVD is the Ubuntu distribution "10.04".

16.1.2.1  Login data

Username: matrix• 
Password: matrix• 
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16.2  Working with the LiveDVD

If you intend to setup a dual-boot system instead of using a virtual machine then please skip this section
and proceed to Starting_the_LiveDVD.

mvBlueLYNX-X - Installing LiveDVD ISO on virtual machine

16.2.1  Creating a VirtualBox Virtual Machine image

These instructions refer to VirtualBox version 4.1.6. Later versions may look different.
After

Downloading,1. 
Installing the VirtualBox platform (at least version 4.1.6) and2. 
Starting the VirtualBox, you will see the following start screen:3. 

Figure 74: VirtualBox Manager

Now, you can create a new image as follows:

Click on New.1. 
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Figure 75: VirtualBox - New

A software wizard will start.

Figure 76: VirtualBox - Wizard
Click on Next >.2. 
Then, enter a Name for your image and3. 
select

Linux as Operating System and1. 
Ubuntu as Version and2. 

4. 
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click on Next > again.

Figure 77: VirtualBox - Name and OS

5. 

Set the memory to 512 MB.

Figure 78: VirtualBox - Main memory

6. 

Now, activate Start-up Disk and Create new hard disk.7. 
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Figure 79: VirtualBox - Hard disk
Confirm the next dialog by clicking Continue.

Figure 80: VirtualBoxVirtual - Warning

8. 

Afterwards, you have to set the virtual disk. Choose VDI (VirtualBox Disk Image) and click on Next
>.

9. 
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Figure 81: VirtualBox - Virtual Disk Creation
Select Dynamically allocated and click on Next >.

Figure 82: VirtualBox - Storage Details

10. 

Enter the size of the Virtual Disk. We recommend 15 GB.11. 
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Figure 83: VirtualBox - Disk Size
Finally, click on Create.

Figure 84: VirtualBox - Create

12. 

You will see the new created VirtualBox manager.
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Figure 85: VirtualBox manager - New Image

If you intend to use the VM's network, in particular if you want to access the VM from the
mvBlueLYNX-X by mounting an NFS share, you should change the type of networking device from
NAT to Bridged Adapter for the VM.

16.2.2  Running the Virtual Machine

Now, you can click on Start to start the Virtual Machine image. While booting, the software will start the
First Run Wizard.

Click on Next >.1. 
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Figure 86: VirtualBox - First Run Wizard
Select the mvBlueLYNX-X LiveDVD .iso in the Media Source and click on Next >.

Figure 87: VirtualBox - Media Source

2. 

Afterwards, click on Start.3. 
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Figure 88: VirtualBox - Start

Now, the LiveDVD will start in the Virtual Machine.

16.2.3  Starting the LiveDVD

After starting the Virtual Machine or development PC with the LiveDVD in the drive and you have to press
the Enter key so that the live system will boot.
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Figure 89: Boot menu - Live System

After booting, first of all please have a look at the Readme.first file, which can be found on the
desktop of the Virtual Machine.

16.2.4  Working with the Virtual Machine image

The Virtual Machine is a complete operating system and can be used like a normal PC. You can start
applications, for example, the internet browser Firefox, an integrated development environment (IDE) like
Eclipse as shown in the following figure

The LiveDVD will not write anything to the hard disk or virtual disk and any changes made to the
system, including any applications written, will be lost when you restart the system. Therefore it only
makes sense to use the LiveDVD like this in order to try out the SDK, tools and environment. Normally
the contents should be installed on a PC or in a Virtual Machine.

Figure 90: LiveDVD Virtual Machine image - Starting an application e.g. Eclipse

Depending on your network environment you may need to set the Proxy in the Virtual Machine to get access
to the internet. The Proxy can be set system wide via System -> Preferences -> Network Proxy or in the given
application.

16.2.4.1  Eclipse (IDE)

The Virtual Machine image includes Eclipse Indigo with

C/C++ Cross Compiler Support,1. 
Eclipse C/C++ Remote Launch,2. 
Remote System Explorer End-User Runtime and3. 
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Remote System Explorer User Actions.4. 

The MATRIX VISION samples are already imported. Therefore, it is ready to run and debug the
mvBlueLYNX-X samples, also remotely.

Chapter Eclipse (IDE) describes how to work with this IDE.

16.2.5  Installing the LiveDVD

Once the LiveDVD is running correctly in the Virtual Machine or on a PC you should install it permanently.
In this way any changes made to applications will not be lost when restarting the system. After installation the
LiveDVD is no longer needed.

Installing the LiveDVD is as easy as clicking on the Install icon on the desktop. You will be prompted for the
password (which is matrix) and then a wizard is started which asks a number of questions about

location,• 
language and• 
keyboard layout and also asks for a• 
new user name and• 
password.• 

Finally you will be asked

how to partition the hard disk which is to contain your development system.• 

In the case of a new virtual machine it is quite safe to accept the default values i.e. to use the whole (virtual)
disk. If you are installing on a real PC that already uses another operating system (e.g. Microsoft Windows®)
the wizard will detect this and offer to repartition your desk so that a dual-boot system is possible.

Whilst Ubuntu's installer is very good at setting up dual-boot systems, if you install the
mvBlueLYNX-X development system on a real PC then you do it at your own risk. MATRIX VISION
cannot be held responsible for the loss of any data on this PC.

16.2.5.1  Updates

By default, the Ubuntu Linux looks for updates and suggests installing them. Ubuntu does not make any
version updates just security updates. Therefore, we recommend installing these security updates. If you are
familiar with Linux and you do not want to update the system, you can deactivate the automatic updates like
this:

Open a Terminal window.1. 
Change to the directory /etc/apt/.
There you will find a file called sources.list.

2. 

You could edit this file and uncomment these lines, e.g.

# deb http://de.archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/ lucid multiverse

.

3. 

A further place, where update sources can be found, is the folder /etc/apt/sources.list.d/.4. 
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17  mvIMPACT SDK

17.1  Introduction

mvIMPACT SDK is a comprehensive library with high performance algorithms for fast image processing.
The library offers a software architecture designed for the future with an object oriented design.

17.2  mvIMPACT modules

The following mvIMPACT modules are available for mvBlueLYNX-X cameras:

mvIMPACT Base• 
mvIMPACT Match• 
mvIMPACT Measure• 
mvIMPACT Focus• 
mvIMPACT Color• 
mvIMPACT Blob• 
mvIMPACT Calibration• 
mvIMPACT Barcode• 
mvIMPACT Data Matrix• 
mvIMPACT OCR• 
mvIMPACT GMM• 

17.3  SDK Installation

Assuming that you have a development PC or virtual machine (VM) with the mvBlueLYNX-X Toolchain and
SDK already installed you can build the mvIMPACT sample applications or use mvIMPACT in your own
applications by installing the headers and sample code on the PC / VM.

Download the current mvIMPACT SDK from the MATRIX VISION website. You will find it in the
download section for the mvBlueLYNX-X camera and also in the mvIMPACT download section. The file is a
tgz archive. The name contains the version number like this:

mvIMPACT-6.6.0.5794-18299-armv7a.tgz

Transfer this file to the development PC or VM and then unpack it. The following instructions assume that
you have ransferred the archive to the /tmp directory & wish to unpack it to /opt. You will need root rights
to do this (or use sudo as a privelledged user).

cd /opt
sudo mkdir mvIMPACT-6.6.0.5794
sudo ln -s mvIMPACT-6.6.0.5794 mvIMPACT
cd mvIMPACT
sudo tar xvzf /tmp/mvIMPACT-6.6.0.5794-18299-armv7a.tgz

Now you can build all the possible samples like this by changing to the top level directory and doing this:

cd /opt/mvIMPACT
FLTK_CONF_TOOL=/usr/local/angstrom/arm/arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi/usr/bin/fltk-config
make armv7a

You will find special samples for the mvBlueLYNX-X in the directory
/opt/mvIMPACT/samples/mvia/ .
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17.4  Installation on mvBlueLYNX-X

17.4.1  Installing runtime libraries

The runtime libraries can be installed directly from the feed. To do so open a root console window and type:
opkg install mvimpact-[module]

Example: if you want to install mvIMPACT Base type

opkg install mvimpact-base

17.4.2  Licenses

All mvIMPACT modules except mvIMPACT Base require the installation of a license file. mvIMPACT
Base is free with any MATRIX VISION hardware. The license file must be copied to the following directory:

/etc/matrix-vision/impact/license

Make sure the license file is world-readable, if it is not open a root console and type:

chmod a+r /etc/matrix-vision/impact/license/[name of license file].reg

17.5  mvIMPACT Manual

The mvIMPACT SDK manual can be downloaded from the MATRIX VISION website

17.6  Differences between mvIMPACT for mvBlueLYNX-X
and mvIMPACT for Windows

The mvBlueLYNX-X smart camera is a an embedded system and therefore there are are some restrictions
when using mvIMPACT SDK.

17.6.1  Supported languages

C via C interface• 
C++ via C++ wrapper layer• 
.NET layer is not available on mvBlueLYNX-X cameras• 

17.6.2  mvIMPACT Base

Display is not available for mvBlueLYNX-X• 
Import/Export of image files is restricted to BMP and TIFF image formats• 

17.6.3  mvIMPACT Display 3D

this module is not available for mvBLueLYNX-X cameras• 
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18  Eclipse (IDE)

18.1  Introduction

Eclipse is a common open source I ntegrated D evelopment E nivironment (IDE). It can be used to develop
applications in various programming languages like C and C++. The sample applications on the
mvBlueLYNX-X SDK and tool chain CD/DVD are created with Eclipse. For this reason you can import and
run them with Eclipse.

18.2  Requirements

If you want to import and run the samples from the CD/DVD or if you want to develop mvBlueLYNX-X
applications, you first have to check if your Eclipse version has the required plugins/software.

If you want to use the Virtual Machine for developing all required plugins are already installed.
First of all, please be sure that the Eclipse IDE runs in C/C++ view (mode).

Afterwards, following plugins are required:

C/C++ GCC Cross Compiler Support and1. 
C/C++ GNU Toolchain Debug Support2. 

If you want to run and debug the mvBlueLYNX-X samples remotely, following additional plugins are
required:

Eclipse C/C++ Remote Launch,1. 
Remote System Explorer End-User Runtime and2. 
Remote System Explorer User Actions.3. 

The section Working with Eclipse shows, for example, how to install new plugins / software.

18.3  Working with Eclipse

18.3.1  Setting the Proxy

Eclipse tries to download updates, plugins or software via internet. According to your network environment, it
could be possible that you have to set the Proxy in Eclipse to get access to the internet.

Open the Preferences of Eclipse:1. 
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Figure 91: Eclipse - Open Preferences
Select General -> Network Connections.2. 
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Figure 92: Eclipse - Enable UI Prompt and change password
Change the Proxy entries to your needs and3. 
Add the IP address of your mvBlueLYNX-X to Proxy bypass.4. 
Again, click on Apply and Ok.5. 

18.3.2  Installing new plugins / software in Eclipse

You can install new plugins / software for Eclipse like the following way (please check if you have to set the
Proxy):

Open Help -> Install New Software... and1. 
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Figure 93: Eclipse - Install New Software...
Select the download source e.g. Indigo - http://download.eclipse.org/releases/indigo/
from the dropdown menu:

2. 
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Figure 94: Eclipse - Download source

and
Select the needed plugins.3. 
Now, always choose Next and4. 
Accept the license, when your asked to do so.5. 
In the last dialog click Finish an wait for the plugins to be installed.6. 
After that, Eclipse wants to restart.7. 
Now, all installed plugins are available.8. 

18.3.3  Importing samples

To import samples, just

Right-click in the Project Explorer and1. 
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Figure 95: Eclipse - Import a project
select Import....2. 
Then select Existing Projects ino Workspace and3. 
click Next >.4. 
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Figure 96: Eclipse - Select import type
Now, activate the radio button Select archive file and5. 
browse the MATRIX VISION sample .tgz file.6. 
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Figure 97: Eclipse - Select source
Finally, click on Finish.7. 

You should be able to open the project and check, for example, the Properties (Right-click on the
project in the Project Explorer), if every required plugin / software was installed successfully.

18.3.4  Setting up remote connection

For the remote debugging feature to work, you have to set up an SSH connection.

Choose menu Window -> Show View -> Other.1. 
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Figure 98: Eclipse - Create a SSH connection
Select Remote Systems.

Figure 99: Eclipse - Remote Systems

2. 

Define a connection to remote system by clicking on the icon as shown in the figure.3. 
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Figure 100: Eclipse - Define a connection to remote system

Then, in the New Connection dialog select SSH Only.1. 
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Figure 101: Eclipse - SSH Only
Afterwards, enter the connection information.2. 
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Figure 102: Eclipse - Connection information
Now, you can connect to the mvBlueLYNX-X. Just right-click on one of the new possiblities, e.g. Ssh
Terminals and click on Connect... :

3. 
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Figure 103: Eclipse - Connect to remote system
You have to enter the User ID and Password.

User ID: root1. 
Password: matrix

Figure 104: Eclipse - mvBlueLYNX-X login

2. 

4. 

You are now connected to the mvBlueLYNX-X. You can now launch a Terminal window:5. 
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Figure 105: Eclipse - Launch a Terminal
The Terminal window shows you the mvBlueLYNX-X prompt:6. 
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Figure 106: Eclipse - Terminal window
You can also access the file system via Sftp Files (SSH connection, possible with the pre-installed ipk
package openssh-sftp-server) and copy files to the mvBlueLYNX-X:

7. 
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Figure 107: Eclipse - mvBlueLYNX-X file system

18.3.5  Running a MATRIX VISION sample

There are two ways to build and run the MATRIX VISION samples on the mvBlueLYNX-X:

Using Sftp (copying the binary to the mvBlueLYNX-X physically)1. 
Using NFS mount (mounting a directory in mvBlueLYNX-X)2. 

If you are not using the Virtual Machine, please be sure that the mvBlueLYNX-X SDK was installed.
Each sample is available for different target systems:

mvBL-X1. 
mvBL-X Debug2. 
Native3. 
Native Debug4. 

mvBL-X is meant to run on the mvBlueLYNX-X. Native means that it is for the Linux OS of the Virtual
Machine, for example, in combination with a mvBlueCOUGAR.

18.3.5.1  Using Sftp (copying the binary to the mvBlueLYNX-X physically)

To run a MATRIX VISION sample using Sftp, first you have to build it:

Click, for example, on LiveSnap -> mvBL-X in the Project Explorer and then1. 
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Click on the "hammer icon".

Figure 108: Eclipse - Building a sample

2. 

After building, copy the binary of the sample per drag & drop on the mvBlueLYNX-X.3. 
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Figure 109: Eclipse - Copying the sample to the mvBlueLYNX-X

You could make a separate folder for your applications e.g. work in the home directory.

Now, click on the Terminals tab and enter:
cd /home/root/work
./LiveSnap

1. 
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Figure 110: Eclipse - Running the sample to the mvBlueLYNX-X

If you see the message ./LiveSnap: Permission denied you have to adjust the rights of the file and make
it executable. For this, please use the command chmod a+x LiveSnap.

Afterwards, the sample is running and you can quit it by pressing the enter key.5. 
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Figure 111: Eclipse - Running sample

18.3.5.2  Using NFS mount (mounting a directory in mvBlueLYNX-X)

A second way to run and debug the samples remotely is to make the files available to mvBlueLYNX-X via
NFS mount. Therefore export your workspace in the NFS configuration /etc/exports like the following
way:

On the machine with your IDE, open a terminal shell (Applications -> Accessories -> Terminal).1. 
Enter sudo vi /etc/exports/.
You have to enter the password of the user matrix which is matrix.

2. 

Enter the following line (read-only rights; otherwise keep the default value):
/home/matrix/workspace *(ro,no_subtree_check).

3. 

Now, reload the exports:
sudo /etc/init.d/nfs-kernel-server reload.

4. 

Afterwards, you can mount the workspace on the mvBlueLYNX-X by entering the following
command in the Terminals tab of Eclipse:
mkdir /mnt/workspace
mount [IP ADDRESS OF YOUR IDE MACHINE]:/home/matrix/workspace
/mnt/workspace -n -o nolock,tcp

5. 
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Figure 112: Eclipse - Mounting the workspace

Change the IP address to your needs.
Now, if you change the directory to /mnt/workspace you should see the samples:
cd /mnt/workspace
ls -l

Figure 113: Eclipse - Mounted workspace

6. 

You can now build the sample as described in the chapter before ("hammer icon") and run the binary
via the Terminals tab without copying it, e.g.
cd /mnt/workspace/LiveSnap/mvBL-X
./LiveSnap
or you can edit the Run Configurations so that the binary is executed directly (see Debugging a
sample on the mvBlueLYNX-X remotely).

7. 

18.3.6  Debugging a MATRIX VISION sample

For debugging, you may use the gdb GNU project debugger either

directly on the mvBlueLYNX-X camera using the native version of gdb, or1. 
remotely on your development system or virtual machine.2. 
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In either case you may need to install extra packages on your camera:

Open a Terminal (e.g. in the Virtual Machine either in Eclipse or via the system).1. 
Open a ssh connection like (e.g. in Eclipse in the Virtual Machine you already have a connection):
ssh root@[IP ADDRESS OF YOUR MVBLUELYNX-X]

2. 

Enter the root password matrix.3. 
Now, you have to install the gdbserver to debug remotely.
opkg update
opkg install gdbserver

4. 

To install the native gdb application use:
opkg install gdb

5. 

It is also recommended to install the following packets.
opkg install libthread-db1 glibc-dbg

6. 

18.3.6.1  Debugging a sample on the mvBlueLYNX-X itself

To debug a program directly on the camera you have to install the gdb debugger on the mvBlueLYNX-X (see
above):
Important is the init file .gdbinit for the gdb-debugger. In this file set the path to libraries for the arm
crosscompiler/linker.

Example file .gdbinit:

set solib-search-path /usr/local/angstrom/arm/lib:
             /usr/local/angstrom/arm/arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi/lib

Separate Paths with ":" and write this command only in one line !

Setting the path to the file .gdbinit:

 Run -> Debug Configurations -> Debugger -> GDB command file: .gdbinit

Now you can start gdb passing your application as the first parameter. The procedure is identical to using
gdb on any other computer. Full documentation for gdb is available here at sourceware.org.

gdb is most useful when:

your application has been compiled with debug symbols (e.g. compiler option -ggdb)1. 
your application uses no automatic optimization level (i.e. compiler option -O0 )2. 
the source files for the application are available to the gdb (e.g. by using an NFS mounted directory
from your development system).

3. 

If, when using gdb, you see the message warning: Unable to find libthread_db matching inferior's
thread library, thread debugging will not be available. Please install the recommended packages as
noted above.

18.3.6.2  Debugging a sample on the mvBlueLYNX-X remotely

To debug a program remotely you have to install the gdbserver on the mvBlueLYNX-X (see above):

Make a new run and debug configuration:

Open Run -> Run Configurations....1. 
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Figure 114: Eclipse - Run Configurations
Now, right-click on C/C++ Remote Application -> New and edit the following settings:

Connection: Select the IP address of your mvBlueLYNX-X camera.1. 
Project: Click on Browse... and select the project e.g. LiveSnap.2. 
C/C++ Application: Click on Search Project... and choose e.g. arm -
/LiveSnap/mvBL-X Debug/LiveSnap as Qualifier.

3. 

Remote Absolute File Path for C/C++ Application: Click on Browse... and select the path on
the mvBlueLYNX-X e.g. /mnt/workspace/LiveSnap/mvBL-X Debug/LiveSnap
(to continue the sample in the NFS mount chapter).

4. 

N.B. If the application is intended to use the graphical display (e.g. wxPropView) then it will
be necessary to set the DISPLAY environment variable before starting the program. To do
this enter export DISPLAY=:0.0 in the field marked Command to execute before
application.

5. 

Any program arguments and parameters can be entered on the second tabbed page marked
Arguments.

6. 

Skip download to target path. Activate this option.7. 

2. 
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Figure 115: Eclipse - Run Configurations
Afterwards, you can check the configuration by clicking on Run.3. 

If the Run works you can now enter the debug configuration settings.

Open Run -> Debug Configurations....1. 
Select your configuration e.g. LiveSnap mvBL-X and2. 
select in the right window the Debugger tab.3. 
Enter or Browse... the GDB debugger which can be found here:
/usr/local/angstrom/arm/bin/arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-gdb

4. 
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Figure 116: Eclipse - Run Configurations
Finally, you can debug by clicking on Debug.
The debugger will be opened in a special environment:

5. 
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Figure 117: Eclipse - Run Configurations

The debugger menu (red box in figure 117) offers several possibilities to debug the application. For
example, you can browse the application step by step and have a look at the parameters.

18.3.7  Creating a new application (Hello World)

To create a new application, e. g. "Hello World", for the mvBlueLYNX-X with the suitable environment
settings, you have to

Open File -> New -> C++ Project.1. 
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Figure 118: Eclipse - New C++ Project
In the C++ Project Dialog, enter the Project name e.g. HelloWorld,2. 
select as Project type Hello World C++ Project and3. 
select as Toolchains Linux GCC (we will change the toolchain for cross developing later).4. 
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Figure 119: Eclipse - Enter global settings

Afterwards, the project will be created.

Now, we have to adapt the properties of the project. Therefore,

Right-click on the HelloWorld in the Project Explorer and1. 
select Properties.2. 
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Figure 120: Eclipse - Properties
First of all, change the Tool Chain Editor to Cross GCC.

Figure 121: Eclipse - Changing the toolchain

3. 

Then, select in Discovery Options -> Tools the Cross G++ Compiler and4. 
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change the Compiler invocation command to
arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi-g++.

Figure 122: Eclipse - Compiler invocation command

5. 

Now, select Settings -> Cross Settings and6. 
enter in Prefix
arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi- and
in Path
/usr/local/angstrom/arm/bin.

7. 
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Figure 123: Eclipse - Cross Settings
Afterwards, you can enter the settings as listed in chapter Compiler Flags and Options. That means

Nothing in Settings -> Cross G++ Compiler -> Preprocessor.1. 
8. 
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Figure 124: Eclipse - Preprocessor
In Settings -> Cross G++ Compiler -> Includes add the include path to mvIMPACT Acquire
/usr/local/angstrom/arm/arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi/usr/include/
mvimpact-acquire.

Figure 125: Eclipse - mvIMPACT Acquire included

2. 

In Settings -> Cross G++ Compiler -> Optimization select Optimize more (-O2).3. 
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Figure 126: Eclipse - Optimization
In Settings -> Cross G++ Compiler -> Debugging select None as the Debug Level.4. 
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Figure 127: Eclipse - Debugging
In Settings -> Cross G++ Compiler -> Warnings check All warnings (-Wall).

Figure 128: Eclipse - Warnings

5. 

In Settings -> Cross G++ Compiler -> Miscellaneous enter

-c -fmessage-length=0 -Wl,-rpath-link,/usr/local/angstrom/arm/
arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi/usr/lib,
--hash-style=gnu -mthumb-interwork -mno-thumb 
-isystem/usr/local/angstrom/arm/arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi/usr/include 
-fexpensive-optimizations -frename-registers -fomit-frame-pointer 
-fpermissive -fPIC

6. 
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Figure 129: Eclipse - Miscellaneous
Now, if you click on Settings -> Cross G++ Compiler, you have to enter in Command

g++ -march=armv7-a -mtune=cortex-a8 -mfpu=neon -mfloat-abi=softfp

, then it will look like this

9. 
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Figure 130: Eclipse - Summary
In the last step, add in Settings -> Cross G++ Linker -> Libraries the path to the MATRIX VISION
libraries
/usr/local/angstrom/arm/arm-angstrom-linux-gnueabi/usr/lib and the
libraries themselves:

mvPropHandling1. 
mvDeviceManager2. 

10. 
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Figure 131: Eclipse - Libraries

As a test, you can include the mvIMPACT_acquire header
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Figure 132: Eclipse - Libraries

and try to run the sample as described in Running a MATRIX VISION sample. You can also try this
remotely.
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19  MonoDevelop (IDE)

19.1  Introduction

MonoDevelop is a common open source I ntegrated D evelopment E nivironment (IDE) for .NET
programming on Linux systems. It can be used to develop applications in various .NET programming
languages like C#. The sample applications on the mvBlueLYNX-X SDK and tool chain CD/DVD are created
with Microsoft Visual Studio® on Windows PCs and tested on the mvBlueLYNX-X using MonoDevelop.

mvBlueLYNX-X - Introduction to Mono

19.2  Requirements

19.2.1  Development System

19.2.1.1  Windows

No special knowledge regarding the mvIMPACT Acquire .NET interface is required to compile and link
.NET applications using the mvIMPACT Acquire interface.

The application has to be compiled for 32 bit systems (select x86 in Visual Studio).

19.2.1.2  Linux

If you want to import and build the samples from the CD/DVD, you first have to install MonoDevelop and
the mv.impact.acquire assembly (for Ubuntu users):

Since firmware version 1.5, this installation process is not necessary when using the LiveDVD and
Virtual Machine, because the LiveDVD is preconfigured for Mono development.

sudo aptitude install mono-2.0-devel libgdiplus
sudo gacutil -i ./mv.impact.acquire.dll -package mv.impact.acquire

Afterwards, you have to set the assembly reference
/usr/lib/mono/mv.impact.acquire/mv.impact.acquire.dll in MonoDevelop.

Now, it is possible to build a project together with the source code (e.g. SingleCapture.cs).

Under Linux all the datatypes belonging to the namespace mv.impact.acquire.display will
currently not be available, because the underlying native code modules for image displaying are not
available under Linux.

19.2.2  Target System

19.2.2.1  mvBlueLYNX-X

To run the .NET samples on the mvBlueLYNX-X you also have to install the mono and mvIMPACT Acquire
.NET IPK packages:

opkg install mono
opkg install mvimpact-acquire-dotnet
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There is also an optional IPK package which includes prebuilt .NET example applications and a package for
applications that use the GDI+ graphical API. They can be installed using these commands:

opkg install mvimpact-acquire-dotnet-apps.
opkg install libgdiplus0
. /etc/profile.d/mvimpact-acquire-dotnet.sh

After installing the above packages the applications will be found in the
/opt/mvimpact-acquire-dotnet/ directory and can be started as in the example below:

cd /opt/mvimpact-acquire-dotnet/
./ContinuousCapture-no-display.CS.exe 

19.3  Development Workflow

With Mono it is possible to develop mvBlueLYNX-X using Microsoft's Visual Studio®. The workflow will
look like this:

Figure 133: Developing mvBlueLYNX-X samples using Microsoft Visual Studio®

To track down compatibility issues, you can use the Mono Migration Analyzer a.k.a. MoMA
(http://www.mono-project.com/MoMA).

It does not make sense to call the MATRIX VISION support concerning running poblems as long as
the Mono Migration Analyzer ejects errors or failures.

On the mvBlueLYNX-X you can execute Mono or .NET applications directly e.g.

mono ContinuousCapture-no-display.exe 
[0]: LX000010(mvBlueLYNX-X100wG, family: mvBlueLYNX)
[1]: VD000001(VirtualDevice, family: mvVirtualDevice)
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[2]: VD000002(VirtualDevice, family: mvVirtualDevice)
Please enter the number in front of the listed device followed by [ENTER] to open it: 
...

In the same way, you can generate binaries using Linux or the LiveDVD and Virtual Machine:

Assuming the current directory contains the source files for the applications, you can build them using the
mono command line compiler gmcs:

gmcs ContinuousCapture.cs  -lib:/usr/lib/mono/mv.impact.acquire/ \
  -r:mv.impact.acquire \
  -out:ContinuousCapture-no-display.exe

Figure 134: ContinuousCapture sample in MonoDevelop

19.4  Resources

For more information, please have a look at the following website / sources:

mvIMPACT_Acquire_API_NET_manual.chm (.NET API manual available on
http://www.matrix-vision.com)

Chapter Building, linking and running applications using mvIMPACT Acquire (Settings
of different IDE's on different operating systems)

♦ 

• 

Mono project (http://www.mono-project.com)
Mono Migration Analyzer (http://www.mono-project.com/MoMA)♦ 

• 
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20  Use Cases

20.1  Using a mvBlueFOX-MLC USB 2.0 camera with
mvBlueLYNX-X

To connect a mvBlueFOX-MLC USB 2.0 camera you will need current drivers for both devices:

Update the mvBlueLYNX-X by using the stable feed on our website:
opkg update
opkg upgrade

1. 

Install the mvBlueFOX libraries:
opkg install libmvBlueFOX

2. 

Connect the mvBlueFOX-MLC via the powered hub to the USB port.3. 
Finally, start wxPropView.4. 

You should see two devices:

The mvBlueLYNX (serial number starting with LX) and1. 
The mvBlueFOX-MLC (starting with BF).2. 

The mvBlueLYNX-X is able to acquire images from mvBlueFOX-MLC and mvBlueLYNX-X sensor
simultaneously.

If wxPropView is used for image acquisition CPU load is at 100% that is because wxWidgets (GUI basis of
wxPropView) is not optimized on CPU platform. So it is recommended to just use it for setting up image
acquisition parameters. For getting timing results, you can use MATRIX VISION's standard demo program
LiveSnap which comes with the camera and does no image display so that you will only get the timings for
the acquisition itself.

20.2  Acquiring a number of images

As described in chapter Acquisition Control, if you want to acquire a number of images, you can use as
Setting -> Base -> Camera -> Acquisition Control -> Acquisition Mode MultiFrame and you have to set the
Acquisition Frame Count.

Afterwards, if you start the acquisition via the button Acquire, the camera will deliver the number of images.

The MultiFrame functionality can be combined with an external signal to start the acquisition.

There are several ways and combinations possible, e.g.:

A trigger starts the acquisition (figure 135).1. 
A trigger starts the acquisition start event and a second trigger starts the grabbing itself (figure 136).2. 
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Figure 135: Starting an acquisition after one trigger event

Figure 136: Starting an acquisition after a second trigger event

For this scenario, you have to use the Setting -> Base -> Camera -> Acquisition Control -> Trigger Selector
AcquisitionStart.

The following figure shows, how to set the scenario shown in figure 137 with wxPropView
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Figure 137: wxPropView - Setting acquisition of a number of images started by an external signal

A rising edge at line 4 will start the acquisition of 20 images.

If you want to have the second scenario, additionally you have to set

the Trigger Source Line5 (the second digital input) and1. 
the Trigger Activation to RisingEdge.2. 

Afterwards, the camera will start grabbing with a rising edge at line 5 after rising edge at line 4.

20.3  Controlling external strobe or flash

Of course, the mvBlueLYNX-X supports strobe or flash lights. However, there are several things you have to
keep in mind when using strobes or flash:

Be sure that the illumination fits with the movement of the device under test.1. 
Bright illumination and careful control of exposure time are usually required.2. 
To compensate blur in the image, short exposure times are needed.3. 

Alternatively, you can use flash with short burn times. For this, you can control the flash using the camera.
The following figures show, how you can do this using wxPropView

Select in Setting -> Base -> Camera -> Digital I/O Control the output line with the Line Selector to
which the strobe or flash is connected.

1. 

Now, set the Line Soruce to mvExposureAndAcquisitionActive.2. 
This means that the signal will be high for the exposure time and only while acquisition of the camera
is active.

3. 
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Figure 138: Setting the "Line Soruce" to "mvExposureAndAcquisitionActive"

This can be combined using an external trigger.

20.3.1  Compensating delay of strobe or flash

Normally, the input circuitry of flash has a delay (e.g. low pass filtering). Using ExposureActive to fire strobe
would actually illuminate delayed with respect to exposure of the sensor. The figure 139 shows the problem:

Figure 139: Flash delay with "ExposureActive"

Do solve this issue, you can use following procedure:

Do not use ExposureActive for triggering strobe.1. 
Build flash signal with Timer,2. 
trigger Timer with external trigger (e.g. Line5).3. 
Use Trigger Delay to delay exposure of the sensor accordingly.4. 

In wxPropView it will look like this:
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Figure 140: Working with Timer and "Trigger Delay"

20.4  Using the HDR mode with sensor -x00w

The HDR (High Dynamic Range) mode of the sensor -x00w increases the usable contrast range. This is
achieved by dividing the integration time in two or three phases. The exposure time proportion of the three
phases can be set independently. Furthermore, it can be set, how many signal of each phase is charged.

20.4.1  Functionality
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Figure 141: Diagram of the -x00w sensor's HDR mode

20.4.2  Description

Phase 0
During T1 all pixels are integrated until they reach the defined signal level of Knee Point 1.♦ 
If one pixel reaches the level, the integration will be stopped.♦ 
During T1 no pixel can reached a level higher than P1.♦ 

• 

Phase 1
During T2 all pixels are integrated until they reach the defined signal level of Knee Point 2.♦ 
T2 is always smaller than T1 so that the percentage compared to the total exposure time is
lower.

♦ 

Thus, the signal increase during T2 is lower as during T1.♦ 
The max. signal level of Knee Point 2 is higher than of Knee Point 1.♦ 

• 

Phase 2
During T2 all pixels are integrated until the possible saturation.♦ 
T3 is always smaller than T2, so that the percentage compared to the total exposure time is
again lower here.

♦ 

Thus, the signal increase during T3 is lower as during T2.♦ 

• 

For this reason, darker pixels can be integrated during the complete integration time and the sensor reaches its
full sensitivity. Pixel's, which are limited at each Knee Points, lose a part of their integration time - even more,
if they are brighter.
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Figure 142: Integration time of different bright pixels

In the diagram you can see the signal line of three different bright pixels. The slope depends of the light
intensity , thus it is per pixel the same here (granted that the light intensity is temporally constant). Given that
the very light pixel is limited soon at the signal levels S1 and S1, the whole integration time is lower
compared to the dark pixel. In practice, the parts of the integration time are very different. T1, for example, is
95% of Ttotal, T2 only 4% and T3 only 1%. Thus, a high decrease of the very light pixels can be achieved.
However, if you want to divide the integration thresholds into three parts that is S2 = 2 x S1 and S3 = 3 x S1,
a hundredfold brightness of one pixel's step from S2 to S3, compared to the step from 0 and S1 is needed.

20.5  Using the HDR mode with sensor -x02d

The HDR (High Dynamic Range) mode of the sensor -x02d increases the usable contrast range. This is
achieved by dividing the integration time in three phases. The exposure time proportion of the three phases
can be set independently.

20.5.1  Functionality

To exceed the typical dynamic range, images are captured at 3 exposure times with given ratios for different
exposure times. The figure shows a multiple exposure capture using 3 different exposure times.
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Figure 143: Multiple exposure capture using 3 different exposure times

The longest exposure time (T1) represents the Exposure_us parameter you can set in wxPropView.
Afterwards, the signal is fully linearized before going through a compander to be output as a piece-wise linear
signal. the next figure shows this.

Figure 144: Piece-wise linear signal

20.5.1.1  Description

Exposure ratios are set programmatically. Two rations are used: R1 = T1/T2 and R2 = T2/T3.

Increasing R1 and R2 will increase the dynamic range of the sensor at the cost of lower signal-to-noise ratio
(and vice versa).
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20.5.1.2  Possible settings

Possible settings of the mvBlueFOX-x02d in HDR mode are:

HDREnable
Off: Standard mode♦ 
On: HDR mode on, reduced amplification

HDRMode:
Fixed: Fixed setting with exposure-time-ratios: T1 -> T2 ratio / T2 -> T3
ratio

⋅ 

Fixed0: 8 / 4⋅ 
Fixed1: 4 / 8⋅ 
Fixed2: 8 / 8⋅ 
Fixed3: 8 / 16⋅ 
Fixed4: 16 / 16⋅ 
Fixed5: 16 / 32⋅ 

◊ 
♦ 

• 

20.6  Reset timestamp by hardware

This feature can be used

for precise control of timestamp1. 
for one camera or2. 
to synchronize timestamp of multitude of cameras.3. 

The latter sample, can be achieved by follwing steps:

Define the input line (TriggerSource) to reset the timestamp, e.g. Line5 and1. 
set the Trigger Selector to mvTimestampReset.2. 
Connect all input lines of all cameras together.3. 
Finally, use one output of one camera to generate reset edge:4. 
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Figure 145: wxPropView - Setting the sample

Be aware of the drift of the individual timestamps.

20.7  Synchronized acquisitions using timers

20.7.1  Basics

Getting images from several cameras exactly at the same time is a major task in

3D image acquisitions
(the images must be acquired at the same time using two cameras) or

• 

acquisitions of larger objects
(if more than one camera is required to span over the complete image, like in the textile and printing
industry).

• 

To solve this task, the mvBlueLYNX-X offers

timers that can be used to generate pulse at regular intervals and• 
USB to connect a second acquisition device like the mvBlueFOX USB cameras.• 

The pulse can be connected to a digital output. The digital output can be connected digital to the digital input
of one or more cameras to use it as a trigger.

The section Using a mvBlueFOX-MLC USB 2.0 camera with mvBlueLYNX-X shows how you can
use the mvBlueFOX-MLC as a second image acquisition device.

20.7.2  Connecting the hardware

One camera is used as master (M), which generates the trigger signal. The other ones receive the trigger signal
and act as slaves (S).

The following samples uses the mvBlueFOX-MLC as slaves (pin numbering!).

20.7.2.1  On the master camera

Connect power supply GND to pin 1 and pin 7.1. 
Connect power supply +12 V to pin 2 and pin 10 (power supply for the outputs).2. 
Connect DigOut1 of master (pin 6) to DigIn1 of master (pin 4).3. 

20.7.2.2  On each slave camera

Connect power supply GND to pin 8.1. 
Connect power supply < 5 V to the mvBlueFOX-MLC either via standard USB connector or pin 7.2. 

20.7.2.3  Between the cameras

Connect DigOut1 of master (pin 6) to DigIn0 of slave (pin 12).1. 

If more than one slave is used, connect the same pin 6 of master to all pin 12 of the slaves.

If each camera has its own power supply, then connect all grounds (GND) together.
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For the master camera, there are to possiblities how it is triggered:

The master camera triggers itself logically (so called Master - Slave, see figure 147), or1. 
the master camera uses the external trigger signal, which was created by itself, via digital input (so
called Slave - Slave, see figure 148).

2. 

Figure 147: wxPropView - Master - Slave connecting

Figure 148: wxPropView - Slave - Slave connecting

With Master - Slave and according to the delay of the opto-isolated inputs of the slave cameras, you
have to adapted the property Trigger delay of the master camera to synchronize the cameras exactly.

As you can see in figure 147 and figure 148 you will need a dropping resistor of 2 kOhm, because the
opto-isolated inputs of the mvBlueFOX-MLC are not designed for high voltages (12 .. 24V).

20.7.3  Programming the acquisition

You will need two timers and you have to set a trigger.

20.7.3.1  Start timer

Two timers are used for the "start timer". Timer1 defines the interval between two triggers. Timer2 generates
the trigger pulse at the end of Timer1.

The following sample shows a trigger

which is generated every second and1. 
the pulse width is 10 ms:2. 

#include <mvIMPACT_CPP/mvIMPACT_acquire.h>
#include <mvIMPACT_CPP/mvIMPACT_acquire_GenICam.h>
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... 

// Master: Set timers to trig image: Start after queue is filled
    GenICam::CounterAndTimerControl catcMaster(pDev);
    catcMaster.timerSelector.writeS( "Timer1" );
    catcMaster.timerDelay.write( 0. );
    catcMaster.timerDuration.write( 1000000. );
    catcMaster.timerTriggerSource.writeS( "Timer1End" );

    catcMaster.timerSelector.writeS( "Timer2" );
    catcMaster.timerDelay.write( 0. );
    catcMaster.timerDuration.write( 10000. );
    catcMaster.timerTriggerSource.writeS( "Timer1End" );

Make sure the Timer1 interval must be larger than the processing time. Otherwise, the images are lost.
The timers are defined, now you have to do following steps:

Set the digital output, e.g. Line 0,1. 
connect the digital output with the inputs of the slave cameras (and master camera if using Slave -
Slave), and finally

2. 

set the trigger source to the digital input, e.g. Line4.3. 

20.7.3.2  Set digital I/O

In this step, the signal has to be connected to the digital output, e.g. Line0:

// Set Digital I/O
    GenICam::DigitalIOControl io(pDev);
    io.lineSelector.writeS( "Line0" );
    io.lineSource.writeS( "Timer2Active" );

This signal has to be connected with the digital inputs of the slave cameras as shown in figures 147 and 148.

20.7.3.3  Set trigger

20.7.3.3.1  Master - Slave

mvBlueLYNX-X

// Set Trigger of Master/Slave camera
    GenICam::AcquisitionControl ac(pDev);
    ac.triggerSelector.writeS( "FrameStart" );
    ac.triggerMode.writeS( "On" );
    ac.triggerSource.writeS( "Timer1Start" );
// or ac.triggerSource.writeS( "Timer1End" );

mvBlueFOX-MLC

// Set Trigger of Slave camera 
    Device* pCamSlave = getDevicePointerFromSomewhere();
    CameraSettingsBlueFOX csS(pCamSlave);
    csS.imageRequestTimeout_ms.write( 0 );
    csS.triggerMode.write( ctmOnHighLevel );
    csS.triggerSource.write( ctsDigIn0 );

20.7.3.3.2  Slave - Slave

mvBlueLYNX-X

// Set Trigger of Slave camera
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    GenICam::AcquisitionControl ac(pDev);
    ac.triggerSelector.writeS( "FrameStart" );
    ac.triggerMode.writeS( "On" );
    ac.triggerSource.writeS( "Line4" );
    ac.triggerActivation.writeS( "RisingEdge" );

mvBlueFOX-MLC

// Set Trigger of Slave camera
    Device* pCamSlave = getDevicePointerFromSomewhere();
    CameraSettingsBlueFOX csS(pCamSlave);
    csS.imageRequestTimeout_ms.write( 0 );
    csS.triggerMode.write( ctmOnHighLevel );
    csS.triggerSource.write( ctsDigIn0 );

Now, the two timers will work like the following figure illustrates, which means

Timer1 is the trigger event and• 
Timer2 the trigger pulse width:• 

Figure 149: Timers

20.7.4  Programming the synchronized acquisition using wxPropView

The following figures show, how you can set the timers and trigger using the GUI tool wxPropView

Setting of Timer1 (blue box) on the master camera:1. 
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Figure 150: wxPropView - Setting of Timer1 on the master camera

Setting of Timer2 (red box) on the master camera.2. 
Setting the trigger slave camera(s)

The red box in figure 150 (for mvBlueLYNX-X) and figure 151 (for mvBlueFOX-MLC) is
showing Slave - Slave, which means that both master and slave camera are connected via
digital input.

1. 
3. 
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Figure 151: wxPropView - Trigger setting of the slave camera mvBlueFOX-MLC

The red box in figure 150 is showing Master - Slave), which means that the master is
triggered internally and the slave camera is set as shown in figure 152.

Figure 152: wxPropView - Trigger setting of the master camera using Master - Slave

2. 

Assigning timer to DigOut (orange box in figure 148).4. 

20.8  Generating a pulse width modulation (PWM)

To dim a laser line generator, for example, you have to generate a pulse width modulation (PWM). For this,
you will need
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2 timers and• 
the active signal of the second timer at an output line.• 

20.8.1  Programming the pulse width modulation

You will need two timers and you have to set a trigger.

Timer1 defines the interval between two triggers.• 
Timer2 generates the trigger pulse at the end of Timer1.• 

The following sample shows a trigger

which is generated every second and• 
the pulse width is 10 ms:• 

#include <mvIMPACT_CPP/mvIMPACT_acquire.h>
#include <mvIMPACT_CPP/mvIMPACT_acquire_GenICam.h>

... 

// Master: Set timers to trig image: Start after queue is filled
    GenICam::CounterAndTimerControl catcMaster(pDev);
    catcMaster.timerSelector.writeS( "Timer1" );
    catcMaster.timerDelay.write( 0. );
    catcMaster.timerDuration.write( 1000000. );
    catcMaster.timerTriggerSource.writeS( "Timer1End" );

    catcMaster.timerSelector.writeS( "Timer2" );
    catcMaster.timerDelay.write( 0. );
    catcMaster.timerDuration.write( 10000. );
    catcMaster.timerTriggerSource.writeS( "Timer1End" );

Make sure the Timer1 interval must be larger than the processing time. Otherwise, the images are lost.
Now, the two timers will work like the following figure illustrates, which means

Timer1 is the trigger event and• 
Timer2 the trigger pulse width:• 

Figure 153: Timers

The timers are defined, now you have to set the digital output, e.g. Line 0:

// Set Digital I/O
    GenICam::DigitalIOControl io(pDev);
    io.lineSelector.writeS( "Line0" );
    io.lineSource.writeS( "Timer2Active" );

This signal has to be connected with the digital inputs of the application.
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20.8.2  Programming the pulse width modulation with wxPropView

The following figures show, how you can set the timers using the GUI tool wxPropView

Setting of Timer1 (blue box) on the master camera:

Figure 154: wxPropView - Setting of Timer1

1. 

Setting of Timer2 (blue box) on the master camera:

Figure 155: wxPropView - Setting of Timer2

2. 

Assigning timer to DigOut (orange box in figure 154).3. 

20.9  Outputting a pulse at every other external trigger

To do this, please follow these steps:
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Switch Trigger Mode to On and1. 
Select the Trigger Source, e.g. Line5.2. 
Use Counter1 and count the number of input trigger by setting the Counter Duration to 2.3. 

Afterwards, start Timer1 at the end of Counter1:

Figure 156: wxPropView - Setting the sample

The Timer1 appears every second image.

Now, you can assign Timer1Active to a digital output e.g. Line3:

Figure 157: Assigning the digital output

You can delay the pulse if needed.

20.10  Creating a debouncing filter at the inputs

In some cases, it is necessary to eliminate noise on trigger lines. This can become necessary when either

the edges of a trigger signal are not perfect in terms of slope or• 
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if - because of the nature of the trigger signal source - multiple trigger edges are generated within a
very short period of time even if there has just been a single trigger event.

• 

The latter one is also called bouncing.

Bouncing is the tendency of any two metal contacts in an electronic device to generate multiple signals as the
contacts close or open; now debouncing is any kind of hardware device or software that ensures that only a
single signal will be acted upon for a single opening or closing of a contact.

To address problems that can arise from these kinds of trigger signals MATRIX VISION offers debouncing
filters at the digital inputs of a device.

The debouncing filters can be found under Setting -> Base -> Camera -> GenICam -> Digital I/O Control ->
LineSelector (red box) for each digital input:

Figure 158: wxPropView - Configuring Digital Input Debounce Times

Each digital input (LineMode equals Input) that can be selected via the LineSelector property will offer its
own property to configure the debouncing time for falling edge trigger signals
(mvLineDebounceTimeFallingEdge) and rising edge (mvLineDebounceTimeRisingEdge) trigger signals.

The line debounce time can be configured in micro-seconds with a maximum value of up to 5000
micro-seconds. Internally each time an edge is detected at the corresponding digital input a timer will start
(orange * in figure 159 and 160), that is reset whenever the signal applied to the input falls below the
threshold again. Only if the signal stays at a constant level for a full period of the defined
mvLineDebounceTime the input signal will be considered as a valid trigger signal.

Of course this mechanism delays the image acquisition by the debounce time.
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Figure 159: wxPropView - mv Line Debounce

Figure 160: wxPropView - mv Line Debounce

20.11  Using the linescan mode of -x02e

The CMOS sensor -x02e from e2v offers a linescan mode. One (gray scale sensor) or two lines (in terms of
color sensor) can be selected to be read out of the full line height of 1024 lines. This or these lines are grouped
to a pseudo frame of selectable height in the internal buffer of the camera.

20.11.1  Sample: Triggered linescan acquisition with exposure time of
250 us

This sample will show you how to use the linescan mode of the sensor -x02e using an external trigger
provided by an "incremental encoder".

20.11.1.1  Initial situation and settings

An "incremental encoder" triggers in a specific frequency. In our example, the incremental encoder sends a
trigger for every line (1:1). However, during the adjustment of a line trigger application or while choosing a
specific incremental encoder you have to keep the specific frequency in mind.

When using an external (line), it is absolutely required that the external trigger is always present.
During a trigger interruption, controlling or communication to the camera is not possible.

Using timers and counters it is possible to skip trigger signals.
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In linescan mode, the camera adds the single lines to one image of the heigth of max 1024 px. The
images are provided with no gap.

Due to aberrations at the edges of the lens, you should set an offset in the direction of Y (Offset Y, see the
following figure), generally around the half of the sensor's height (a.k.a. sensor's Y center). With Offset Y you
can adjust the scan line in the direction of motion.

Figure 161: Sensor's view and settings

In this sample, we chose an exposure time of 250 us and to ease the calculations we used 1000 px image
height.

To get suitable image results, it might be necessary to increase the gain or the illumination.
These settings result in a frame rate of 2.5 frames per second.

To adjust the opto-mechanics (focus, distance, illumination, etc.), you can use the area mode of the sensor.
That's a main advantage of an area sensor with linescan mode compared to a linescan camera!

You will need the following pins of the mvBlueCOUGAR-X:

Pin. Signal (Standard version) Description
1 GND Common ground
2 12V .. 24V Power supply
4 Opto DigIn0 (line4) The output signal A of the incremental encoder

20.11.1.2  Setting the application in wxPropView

Summary of our sample:

Property name wxPropView Setting GenICam
Control 

Comment

Device Scan Type Linescan Device Control

Height (in pixels) 1000 Image Format
Control

Offset Y (in pixels) 500 Image Format
Control
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Exposure Time (in microseconds) 250.000 Acquisition
Control

Trigger Mode On Acquisition
Control

Trigger Source Line4 Acquisition
Control

ImageRequestTimeout_ms (in
milliseconds)

0 ms - This is necessary otherwise there will be
error counts and no frames are created.
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Figure 162: Settings in wxPropView
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21  Troubleshooting

21.1  How to detect that the internal SD card is damaged?

If the mvBlueLYNX-X does not boot, the internal µSD card

could be damaged or1. 
important files were deleted.2. 

To check whether the internal µSD card was damaged, please try an external one with the correct partitions
and bootloader.

The mvBlueLYNX boots first from the external card slot then from the internal one. After you have tried to
boot from the external card and the mvBlueLYNX-X boots correctly, there is a problem with the internal card.
Now, it is possible to recover the card. There will be a recovery image on our website soon. The recovery
image is a

packed image with a1. 
script.2. 

User software which was installed on the mvBlueLYNX-X will be deleted during the recovery!
After the recovery, if the µSD still shows a strange behavior, the µSD is damaged. Please use the RMA form
on our website for a repair.

21.2  My USB 2.0 hub doesn't seem to work with the
mvBlueLYNX-X?

You should use a powered USB 2.0 hub. Most hubs should work. The following models have been tested and
are used at MATRIX VISION:

D-Link DUB-H4• 
Belkin 7-Port Powered Mobile Hub, Type: F5U701PerBLK• 

21.3  I've got no keyboard, is there a virtual one?

Use the menu item:

Mouse left click on the desktop.1. 
Then select Applications --> Accessories --> Ol'Good Keyboard2. 

The application xkbd will be started.

If the repeat key timeouts for the virtual keyboard are much too small, you can change them like this:

Choose the keyboard layout you are using and edit the appropriate file in this directory:
/usr/share/xkbd/
E.g. /usr/share/xkbd/en_US.qwerty.xkbd

1. 

Add the following 2 lines it the end of the <global> section:

repeat_delay 20
repeat_time 10

2. 
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This will make the virtual keyboard useable!

21.4  Does the mvBlueLYNX have a hardware real-time
controller?

The mvBlueLYNX-X has timer/counters similar to those on the mvBlueCOUGAR-X. They can be accessed
via the GenICam property tree (see also SFNC).

Counters (part of chunk data) are used for counting events or external signals (compare number of
triggers vs. number of frames; overtrigger) and

• 

Timers can be used, for example,
for pulse width modulation (PWM) and♦ 
to generate output signals of variable length, depending on conditions in camera.♦ 

• 

This achieves complete hardware real-time controller functionality which supports following applications:

frame rate by timer• 
exposure by timer• 
pulse width at input• 

21.5  Building the MATRIX VISION samples without Eclipse

If you want compile the MATRIX VISION samples in /opt/mvimpact-acquire, you have to use the
script make_mvia.sh. This script sets all needed variables correctly (comparable to the makefiles of
Eclipse).

Calling the script like this:

/opt/mvimpact-acquire/make_mvia armv7a

all samples will be built in this directory.

If you want to build single samples like Live Snap, just change the directory and call the make script:

cd /opt/mvimpact-acquire/apps/LiveSnap.1. 
../../make_mvia armv7a.2. 

21.6  My application does not work - How do I see more
debug messages?

To investigate problems with applications that use mvIMPACT-Acquire it is useful to be able to see
debugging messages. Turn these on by making use of the file mvDebugFlags.mvd. You will find an
example of this file at /home/root/mvDebugFlags.mvd.EXAMPLE which you can copy to the
directory where you start your application and rename appropriately e.g. if you start your application from the
directory /home/root/myapp/ please execute the following commands:

cd /home/root/myapp1. 
cp /home/root/mvDebugFlags.mvd.EXAMPLE ./mvDebugFlags.mvd2. 

Now if you start your application from within this directory (in a terminal window) you will see many
debugging messages which may help you or MATRIX VISION support to solve the problem.
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21.7  "Device or resource busy" debug messages

If your application does not work and you see timeout messages please turn on debugging as mentioned
above.

After restarting the application you may see lines similar to these in the terminal window:

{1693166512,       1008,       1879}: media_setup_link(196): Unable to
setup link (Device or resource busy)
{1693166699,        187,       1879}: StartV4L2Acquisition(686): Failed
to enable streaming: 16(Device or resource busy).
Result of start: 0(DMR_NO_ERROR)

This problem usually occurs if more than one application is trying to use the camera's sensor at the same time.
mvIMPACT Acquire makes use of locking files to ensure hat the hardware is only controlled by one
application or thread. Please ensure that all mvIMPACT Acquire applications have been stopped before
starting a new application.

21.8  No mvIMPACT Acquire application is running but still
seeing "Device or resource busy" debug messages

If an application crashes and is unable to clean up its locking files correctly it is possible that subsequent
mvIMPACT Acquire applications will believe that the hardware is still in use. If you are sure that this is not
the case you can remove the locking files by hand and restart your application. The locking files are to be
found in the directory /tmp/mv/. It should be safe to remove the whole directory if no mvIMPACT Acquire
application is running:

rm -rf /tmp/mv

Since this directory is part of the RAM disk and not saved on the SD card the easiest way to solve this
problem is to reboot the camera which will erase any locking files and recreate the directory when
needed:

reboot.

21.9  mvBlueLYNX-X boots but there is no display

If the camera boots and there is no display, the /media/mmcblk0p1/uEnv.txt file could be damaged or
misconfigured. However, it is still possible to login to the device using ssh.

To correct this file, you will need

the IP address of the mvBlueLYNX-X and1. 
a ssh client on your PC.2. 

Please follow these steps:

Connect to the mvBlueLYNX-X: ssh root@A.B.C.D (A.B.C.D is the current IP address of the
mvBlueLYNX-X)
User: root
Password: matrix

1. 

Afterwards you can change uEnv.txt via the command line, e.g.
Using an editor like vi or like this:1. 

2. 
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echo "dvimode=1024x768-24@60" > /media/mmcblk0p1/uEnv.txt2. 

21.10  How can I find my mvBlueLYNX-X in the network?

Depending on the operating system, you can find a mvBlueLYNX-X within the network segment connected
to a PC in the following way:

21.10.1  Windows

Install Apple's Bonjour Print Services for Windows (https://support.apple.com/kb/DL999) and1. 
open a Windows command line.2. 
Execute the following MS-DOS command:

    dns-sd -B _ssh._tcp

This command lists all PCs in the network with ssh _Service.

3. 

One of them should be called mvblx.local or similar. Use this command to see its IP address

ping mvblx.local

21.10.2  Linux

On a Linux PC you can use Avahi, which is lready installed with most distributions. Here is a quick-and-dirty
shell-script to find the network devices:

#!/bin/sh

HOST_NAMES=`avahi-browse --all -t | grep 00:0c:8d | awk  '{ print $4 }'`

for HOST in ${HOST_NAMES}; do
    result=`avahi-resolve-host-name ${HOST}.local 2>  /dev/null`
    if [ -n "${result}" ]; then
       echo "${result}"
    fi
done

exit 0
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22  Glossary

22.1  Fast Ethernet

The term Fast Ethernet (defined by the IEEE 802.3u-1995 standard) represents various technologies for
transmitting Ethernet frames at a rate of 100 MBit per second (100,000,000 bits per second).

22.2  GenICam

GenICam stands for GEN eric programming I nterface for CAM eras. It's a generic way to access and modify
device parameters with a unified interface. A GenICam compliant device either directly provides a GenICam
compliant description file (in internal memory) or the description file can be obtained from a local (harddisc
etc.) or web location. A GenICam description file is something like a machine readable device manual. It
provides a user readable name and value range for parameters that are offered by the device for reading and/or
writing and instructions on what command must be send to a device when the user modifies or reads a certain
parameter from the device. These description files are written in XML.

For further informations on this topic please have a look at http://www.genicam.org.

22.3  Gigabit Ethernet (GigE)

The term Gigabit Ethernet (defined by the IEEE 802.3-2008 standard) represents various technologies for
transmitting Ethernet frames at a rate of a gigabit per second (1,000,000,000 bits per second).

Vision

22.4  GigEVision®

A closed source framework, defined and administered by the Automated Imaging Association (AIA), for
transmitting video and related control data over Ethernet networks.

22.5  High Dynamic Range (HDR)

The HDR (High Dynamic Range) mode increases the usable contrast range. This is achieved by dividing the
integration time in two or three phases. The exposure time proportion of the three phases can be set
independently. Furthermore, it can be set, how many signal of each phase is charged.

22.6  IDE

IDE means I ntegrated D evelopment E nivironment and represents a software application that can be used for
software development.
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22.7  mvIMPACT Acquire

This driver supplied with MATRIX VISION products represents the port between the programmer and the
hardware. The driver concept of MATRIX VISION provides a standardized programming interface to all
image processing products (excluding standard mvBlueLYNX) made by MATRIX VISION GmbH. The
advantage of this concept for the programmer is that a developed application runs without the need for any
major modifications to the various image processing products made by MATRIX VISION GmbH. You can
also incorporate new driver versions, which are available for download free of charge on our website:
http://www.matrix-vision.com.

The developer interface description of the mvIMPACT Acquire for mvBlueLYNX-X is called

mvIMPACT_Acquire_API_CPP_manual.chm (C++ developers),• 
mvIMPACT_Acquire_API_C_manual.chm (C developers), and• 
mvIMPACT_Acquire_API_NET_manual.chm (.NET developers)• 

and can be found on the mvBlueLYNX-X SDK DVD or can be downloaded from our website.

22.8  mvIMPACT SDK

mvIMPACT SDK is a comprehensive library with high performance algorithms for fast image processing.
The library offers a software architecture designed for the future with an object oriented design. OEMs and
system integrators can easily use a huge number of functions for acquisition, processing, enhancement and
measurement in their own application. mvIMPACT SDK supports all MATRIX VISION hardware. For more
information, please have a look at our website:
http://www.matrix-vision.com/image-processing-software-mvimpact-summary.html.

#LLA

22.9  LLA

Logical link adress (LLA) or zeroconf is a type of mechanism to obtain a valid IP adress without a DHCP
server being present. Whether an IP address is available or not is resolved using address resolution protocol
(ARP) packets. If no ARP response is received on a given address it is considered unused and will be assigned
to the interface. LLA space is 169.254.x.y, i.e. 16bit netmask yielding 64K possible device addresses.

With the virtual machine, you have to add LLA as an additional interface.

Open the Gnome Network Manager and by default, you can find one interface in Connections:
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Figure 163: Gnome Network Manager

In Wired, you can add interfaces via Add:

Figure 164: Adding an interface

In the tab IPv4 Setting you have to set Link-Local Only:
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Figure 165 Setting Link-Local Only

After saving, you will find both connections in the summary:

Figure 166: Network Connections summary

Now, you can select the wished connection using the left mouse button in the Network Manager menu. In the
LLA case it is just the new created connection:
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Figure 167: Choosing the network interface

22.10  OpenGL® ES

OpenGL® ES is a royalty-free, cross-platform API for full-function 2D and 3D graphics on embedded
systems. See the Khronos website for more details.

22.11  Overlapped / pipelined transfer

By default, the steps exposure and readout out of an image sensor are done one after the other.

By design, CCD sensors support overlap capabilities also combined with trigger (see figure).• 
In contrast, so-called pipelined CMOS sensors only support the overlapped mode. Even less CMOS
sensors support the overlapped mode combined with trigger.

• 

Please check the sensor summary.

In overlapping mode, the exposure starts the exposure time earlier during readout.
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Figure 168: Principle of overlapped and pipelined trigger

In overlapped trigger mode, you have to keep in mind the following formular

interval between two trigger events >= (readout time - exposure time)

22.12  Proxy

In computer networks, a Proxy or a Proxy Server acts as an intermediary for requests from clients seeking
resources from other servers. Normally, Proxies are a web proxy, allowing access to the internet acting as a
filter (e.g. for IP addresses).

22.13  SFNC

S tandard F eature N aming C onvention of GenICam camera features.

See also:

The latest GenICam properties list can be found here:
http://www.emva.org/genicam/genicam%E2%84%A2_document_download

• 

The file is called "!GenICam Standard Features Naming Convention (PDF)"• 

22.14  SSH

SSH is a network protocol that allows data to be exchanged using a secure channel between two networked
devices. Since there is no SSH client on Windows, you have to use external clients like PuTTY?.

http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/download.html• 
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22.15  Virtual Network Computing (VNC)

Virtual Network Computing (VNC) is a graphical desktop sharing system that uses the RFB protocol to
remotely control another computer. Over a network, it transmits the mouse and keyboard events from one
computer to another, relaying the graphical screen updates back in the other direction.

To access the camera's desktop from a PC via VNC,

you have to know the IP address of the mvBlueLYNX-X.1. 
Start a VNC viewer and2. 
point it to the mvBlueLYNX-X.3. 

You won't need a password. Of course, you won't get a very fast live image display via the network with VNC
but you should be able to start wxPropView and capture images.

22.16  VirtualBox

VirtualBox is a virtual machine used for developing software for mvBlueLYNX-X.

See also:

http://www.virtualbox.org• 

22.17  Virtual Machine

A Virtual Machine (VM) is a virtual PC which only consists of software. There are several vendors of Virtual
Machine software like

http://www.virtualbox.org• 
http://www.vmware.com• 
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